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Abstract
A new laser illuminated underwater video system has been developed for simultaneously
imaging sediment suspension and moniloringbcdfonns under waves in the nearshore. The
system consists of a video camera and diode laser-generated light plane which illuminates
suspended material in Sttlion and profiles the bed where it intenccts the bottom. The
syskm was deployed in the field along willi acoustic devices for measurement of nearbed
flow velocities and independent bedJonn observation at Queensland Beach. Nova Scotia.
Observations were made in 3 to 4 m water depth of linear transition ripple geometry
and migration using the laser-video system and acoustic scanning sensors during both the
growth and decay phases of an autumn stann even!. Linear transition ripples are long
crested, low steepness bedfonns in the anorbital ripple class. The transition ripples oc-
curred under relatively high energy waves. just below the ftatbed threshold. and had wave-
kngths of 8.5 ± OJ em and heights of 0.3 ± 0.1 em. 1be maximum observed migralion
rate was 0.7 em/min. Migration was offshore during storm growth, and onshore during
storm decay. The observed ripple migralion rales were highly com:laled with neMbed
wave orbital velocity skewness (~ > 0.1).
During storm growth. the incident wave spectrum was bimodal and the orbilai velocity
skewness was negalive. During storm decay, the: wave spec1rUm was unimodal and the ve-
loci!y skewness was positive. Bispectral analysis shows thallhe main contribution to neg-
ative velocity skewness during storm growth arose from a difference interaction belween
!he two principal components (sea and swell) of the bimodal wave spectrum. Positive
velocity skewness during .storm decay was due to self-self inter.lCtion of the narrowband
swell. These observalions are shown to be consistent with a second-onIer wave theory.
1bese observations support a skewness, or u3 • dependence of transition ripple migra-
tion on nearbed orbital velocity in a fieLd setting and provide a demonstration of storm
modulated off- and on-shore directed ripple migration. !hus suggesting a mechanism for
the reversible sediment ttanspon cycle during storms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Large scale sand beach morphology is detennined by sedimenllranspoM.. which is fQfttd at
the fluid-sediment interface. Features of tens 10 thousands of meters in extent can originate
in transport processes operating at centimeter scales. Generally accepted relationships
betw~n the local ftuid forcing and resulting sediment lnUlSport are Jacking, especially
under the irregu:ar waves ~ypical of field conditions (Kraus and Horikawa. 19901. Thus,
the accur.lle prediction of many aspects of morphological evolution in the nearshore zone
awaits belief understanding of the smaller scale processes.
II has long been thought that wave orbital velocity skewness is fundamentally impor-
tanl to the direction and magnitude of nct sediment uansport. This idea has ils physical
basis in the difference between the maximum velocitics during the forward and reverse
ftows aver a wave period. Net movement of sediment under any oscillatOf)' flow requires
a difference between the amount of sediment mobilized during the opposing nows. The
third moment of the velocity (unnonnaJized skewness) appears in transpolt models based
either on energetics arguments [Bagnold, 1963; Bailard and Inman. 1981; Gallagher et aI.,
1998Jor bottom stress [Meyer-Peter and MUlier. 1948; Madsen and Grant, 19761. Though
these approaches represent a large fraction of the modeling effon, velocity exponents rang-
ing between 3 and 7 have been suggested (Oyer and Soulsby, 19881. There are very few
reponed observations of a direct link between nearbed wave OIbitai velocity skewness and
local sediment tll1nspoct rate in the literature. Observations of this type would help to re-
solve the question of the wide variation in the velocity uponent used in sediment transport
models.
Results are presented in this thesis which are based on field observations of bedfonns
which occurred during relatively energetic wave conditions. These measurements were
made possible in pan by a novel underwater laser-illuminated video system designed for
measurement of bedfonns and sediment suspension (Crawford and Hay, 1998). The high
re.solution capability of the system allowed detailed ripple geometry measurements. To-
gether with an acoustic bed profiling system and high quality velocity measurements, 0b-
servations of ripple migration were obtained in conjunction with measurements of nearbed
orbital velocities. The observations show both onshore and offshore migration of linear
tr.l.nsition ripples at velocities which correlate to positive and negative orbital velocity
skewness. The particular ripple type focused on in this study are low relief, long crested
bedfonns which exist in conditions of high energy now and high sediment transport rate.
It is proposed that these bedfonns represent a diagnostic sediment transpon indicator. As
far as this author is aware. this is the first c1earobscrvation of a link between local wave or-
bital velocity skewness and a sediment transpon indicator. in this case, bedform migration.
spanning both onshore and offshore uanspon directions.
Esublishment of an equilibrium beach profile requires a balance in the cross-shore
direction between on and offshore components ofscdiment transport [Bowen. 1980). Thc
second-<lrder nows most commonly thought of in relation to mass transpon by waves.
streaming velocity and wave drift. arc in the direction of wave travel (onshore). Wave
skewness in the nearshore is most commonly observed to be positive. which would also
move sediment onshore. Mechanisms for transport of sediment in the offshore direction
are less well understood. Offshore transpon can be driven by offshore mean nowS. such
as undenow or rip currents which arc sporadic, assisted by the beaetl slope (gravity). Ob-
servations of negatively skewed nearbcd orbital velocities are few despite the lhcorcticaJ
basis provided by secOfld...()rder theories such as by Wells [1967) and Longuet-Higgins
and Stewart (1962). The observations of offshore bedform migration presented in this
work demonstrate that negative skewness of the nearbed wave forcing can drive offshore
sediment transport when the incident wave conditions are conducive.
TIle skewness of a time series quantity is a measure of the asymmetry of the distribu-
tion of the set of observations. In wave time series. nonzero skewness can arise through
nonlinear processes, and so skewness becomes a measure of nonlinearity. Bispectral anal·
ysis is a t«hnique well suited to identifying phase coupted weakly nonlinear interactions.
which are an integral pan of the nearshore wave forcing environment. lbc bispectrum
has been used in this wort. to identify wave interactions leading to the observed velocity
skewness and provides the basis for understanding the observed on- and offshore bedform
migration in terms of second-order wave theory.
This introductory chapter continues with a review of previous work on bedform mea-
surements :md classification. with emphasis on nearshofe fidd observations. A brief re-
view of the use of underwater imaging in bedform and sediment dynamics measurements
is then given, including a conceptual description of the video technique developed as part
of this work. An overview of bedfom migration observations follows. Discussion of
nearshore wave forcing and a brief 5ummuy of the velocity dependence aspect of sedi·
ment transport modeling follow. An overview of bispcctraJ analysis is then prestnted. 'The
ch:tpter closes with a brief summary of the organization of the remainder of the thesis.
1.1 A Brief History of Bedform Measurements
Bedforms can be observed in any situation where ftuid nows over a movable granular
bed. This includes deserts. gravel ri\ltt bods, tidal mud nats. wind btown snow. and sand
bcoches. The ripples reponed in this thesis were formed in ncanhore sands by wave
action. Oscillation ripples arc: different from those produced by unidirectional now in
having a more symmetric shape. As well. the migration direction of oscillation ripples
under real ocean waves, as opposed to unidirectional now. is governed by more compli.
cated processes than first inspection might suggest. lbc following brief historical review
of bedfonn measurements will focus on field observations, which have been relatively few
in comparison to the larger body of laboratory wort. on the subject.
In general. the motivation behind most eariy oscillation bedform studies was to create a
ripple type versus flow parameter "phase diagram" in order. for example. to infer paleoen-
vironment from fossilized bedforms (Allen. 1982; Clifton and Dingler. 19841. In recent
decades. with attention turning toWard understanding the dynamics of sediment transport.
emphasis has been shifting to the study of bedforms in the context of boundary layer ftow
[Grant and Madsen. 1982; Conley and Inman. 1992; Hay et al .• 19991. This has been
made possible by significant advances in applicable technology. both for measurement of
the bedforms themselves and of the overlying flow field.
It is an indication of the sbonage or reported field observations of oscillation ripples
mOlt despite technological advances. some of the most. frequently cited studies remain the
SCUBA diver observations of Inman [1957) and Miller Olnd Komar [198Oa]. These were
obtained in relOl1ively clear water. at depths of between 5.5 and 21 m (Inman. 19571 and
between 9 and 33 m (Miller and Komar. 198Oa1. Diver observations in the nearshore
are limited by surf conditions and visibility and arc inherently intrusive in a flowing ftuid
environment. Dingler and Inman [19n1 point oot that
ripple heights are Ol1most impossible to measure manually because the
weight of the meter stick ftalleRS the ercsu and because constant water motion
from the waves disrupts the measurement ...
Diver observations are also reponed by Clifton et aI. (19711. Davidson-Amott and Green·
wood [19761. Sherman and Greenwood [19841 and more recently by Osborne and Vincent
(19931. Typically. divers measured ripple spacing or height by ruler (some made grease
pencil marks). or visual estimation. Other techniques include measurement of ripple shape
by pressing a greased com~like device into the sand (fnman. 1957; KawOltaet al.. 19901
and photogrOlphy [Inman. 19571 (to be discussed further in Section 1.3). Advances in the
study of whOlt is fundamenlally a boundary layer phenomenon nave required development
of instrumentation that does nO( "disrupt" the area under observation and can be deployed
in other man quiescent conditions.
The fi~t widely cited quanlilative bedfonn observations obtained using a suitably re-
mote measurement method. in this case a uaek-mounted sonar altimeter, were obtained
by Dingler (19741. and reported in Dingler and Inman (19771, This set of observations
appears to be one of the most frequently cited in the literature [a few examples arc Miller
and Komar, 198001.; Nielsen, 1981; Clifton and Dingler, 1984; Boyd et al .• 1988; Wiberg
and Harris. 19941. Other track-moumed and fixed altimeter type sonar systems have sub-
sequently been widely used (Mclean, 1983; Greenwood et al.• 1985; Hanes et al~ 1988;
Osborne and Vincent, 1993; Vincent and Osborne. 1993; Hay and Bowen, 1993: Gallagher
cta!.,I996).
In the past decade, the introduclion of side-scan type sonar systems has revolutionized
the field of nearshore bedform observations. It is now possible 10 remotely monitor bed-
form developmem over wide areas in real time through conditions entirely prohibitive to
divers (Hay and Wilson. 1994: Thornton et al.. 1998; Hay and Bowen. 2000: Traykovski
eta!., 19991.
The previous discussion has cenlred on acoustic lechniques since most of the recent
technical advances applicable to bedfonn measurements have been in this area. A notable
exception is in the area of diode laser technology. which has made possible the structured
lighting approach developed for the laser-video system described in this thesis.
1.2 Systems or Bedronn Classification
The early woek in oscillation bedform field observation and laboratory experiments has
resulted in diagrams like thai shown in Figure 1.1, from Clifton and Dingler (1984). The
data shown are a combination of field and laboratOf)' observations from a number of inves-
tigators (sec figure caption). The schematic diagram. Figure 1.lb, describes the division
of ripples into various classifications according to the dcpcndc~ of their wavelength on
wave orbital diameter (the maximum horizontal excursion a panicle following the wave
orbital velocity would undergo throogh one wave cycle). For waves of a given period.
orbital diameter is proponionalto wave height. Over the range of small to medium waves.
Figure 1.1: Ripple spacing>.. as a function of orbital diameter de" normaJized by grain
diameter D, from Clifton and Dingler [1984]. In (a), x indicate field data (Inman [1957],
Dingler [1974], Miller and Komar [1980a), Dingler and Clifton [1984]) and 0 show lab-
oratory data (Carstens et al. (19691; Mogridge and Kampuis [1973J; Miller and Komar
[1980bJ). (b) is a schematic representation of the data shown in (a) with three ripple types
indicated.
ripple wavelength is proportional to orbital diameter (orbi/al ripples). Ripple wavelength
shows little wave orbital diameterdepe~nce u~r large waves (anorbital ripples). In the
middle. between orbital and anomital ripples, are suborbital ripples. The lower bound on
the classification scheme is detennined by the threshold of motion of sediment on the bed.
below which any ripples present are lefl over from previous disturbance (,diet ripples).
Under very large waves. high flow velocities scour the bed of ripples (flotbed).
A complementary scheme divides ripples into volTa and rolling groin ripples [Bag·
nold. 1946; Sleath. 1984. OIapc:er 4). Vortex ripples are maimained by flow sepannwn at
the ripple crest. which forms a vortex in the lee trough during each wave half~c1e. The
vortex-generated backward flow on the lee side pushes sand toward the crest so thal the
ripple shape is peaked. Rolling grain ripples fonn when the flow does not sepanlle at the
crests. These ripples have a lower relief. more sinusoidal shape than vortex ripples. His-
torically. this bedfonn class has included both a low and high energy case [Slealh. 1976:
Allen. 19791- in vigorous ftow almost strong enough to e11lSC ripples altogether. ripple
steepness can be decreased to a point where ftow separation does not occur. In lhe work
presented here. which deals with lhe higher ftow energy case. ripples in this second regime
have been differentiated from the lower energy case by calling them transition ripples, fol-
lowing Dingler and Inman (1977).
There are many field observations of ripple types thar. do not fit clearly into these
schemes. since they do not include consideration of three-dimensional ripple types. Cross
ripples {Clifton. 1976) have crests aligned obliquely to the dominant wave forcing direc-
tion and orten have a bimodal ripple wavelength distribution (Hay and Wilson (1994) de-
scribe shaner wavelength vortex ripples with superimposed larger oblique crests in a dia-
mond shaped pattern). "These are observed under moder.ue to high energy Rows. Mqarip-
pl~s are of larger scale. 0(1 m). than the bedfonns mentioned so far and occur in high
energy conditions (Clifton. 1976; Hay and Wilson. 1994; Hay and Bowen. 2000). They
are often solitary features. generally lunate in shape and due to the large sediment volume
they represent. can contribute significantly to sediment tr.lnspon. when migrating (Hay and
Bowen. 2000).
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Figure 1.2; Bedfonn type as a function of Shields parameter for laboratory and field data.
In the upper panel. .. and + are from two storm evcnlS in the field data, and in the lower
panel. 0 and .. are from two different laboratory experiments. The rippLe types ale Relict,
Linear, Irregular. Cross. Mega. Evanescent or Flatbed (from (Wilson and Hay, 1995)).
Clifton (19761 originally proposed an hierarchy of bedforms as a function of distance
offshore (water depth). Hay and Wilson 11994) showed that an equivalent progression can
occur at one location as a function oftime through a storm. A progression scheme of this
type is ~rhaps the most uscful classification system for bedforms observed in the field.
Wilson and Hay (19951 present observations of ripple type as a function of increasing
oscillatory flow energy from both field and laboratory experiments. Following Oifton
[19761. ripple type was defined as Relict. Linear. Irregular, Cross, Mega, Evanescent or
flatbed. Their results are shown in Figure 1.2. plotted against Shields parameter, ~..5
given by
(1.1)
where Tj, is the bottom.stress, p, and Pare the densities of sediment and water. 9 is accel-
eration due to gravity. and D is median sediment grain diameter (the subscript 2.5 refers
to the roughness length of 2.5D used in calculating 7Jl. see Section 3.1). The Shields pa-
rameter can be thought of ilS the ratio of the horizontal force exerted on a panicle by the
shear stress and the force of gravity. lbe Shields parameter is often used to characterize
oscillatory flows; for example, it is generally recognized that a Shields parameter of ap-
proximately I or greater is required for flatbed [Nielscn. 1981). The evanescent ripples of
Wilson and Hay 11995 I ("short lived linear ripples observed intermittently by the sonar")
are most likely anorbital and could very well be transition ripples - observations of bed-
forms of this type ha~ led to the bulk. of the ~hs presented in this thesis (O:apter 3).
1.3 Underwater Imaging Tet:hniques and Structured
Lighting
MeilSurement of oscillation bedforms using video or photography is common in a labora-
tory sctting 18agnold, 1946; Carstens et at. 1969: Sleath. 1984; YoIl:okawa et at. 1995).
10
In the field. however, there are far fewer inscances. Although these methods offer a non·
intrusive measurement technique thai is relatively uncomplicated and intuitively under-
standable. they are subjecllo obvious visibility limitations. particularly in the nearshore
environment.
As early as 19.57. Inman menlions phOlography of bedforms (some photographs are in-
cluded in Inman's Technical Report). but the published results corne from diver measure-
ments (similarly in Clifton el al. {1971 n. Inman (1957) briefly mentions use ofunderwaler
video. Several investigaton report deployment of underwaler cameras or vKleo equipment
for purposes of monitoring conditions at the measurement site [Hay and Bowen. 1993;
Osborne and Vincent, 19931. but do not attempt quantitative use. An interesting early case
of bedform measurements is by Sternberg [19671. who reponed ripple migration veloc-
ities under tid:l.I flow obtained using an underwater vKko camera directed downward at
the bed. Ripple crests were: traced from a television monitor at 5 minute inteNals and
the migr.uion velocity delennined from the integrated area between successive crest posi·
tions. Dyer [19801 reponed observations of Ihe frequency of sediment movement under
tidal currents which were: estimated visually from close-range underwater video footage
of the bed. Boyd et 011. (19881 used time lapse photo images to observe bedform type
and migration under waves in 10.5 m water depth. Conley and Inman 119921 used video
in the nearshore: to obtain qualitative obseNations of sediment suspension in re:lation to
fluid-granular boundary layer flow observations.
The obseNations summarized in the pre<:eding paragraph were obtained under ambient
lighting conditions. As previously mentioned, the primary limitation of video. in energetk
conditions panicularly. is visibility. Structured lighting is an effective method of increas-
ing the video signal--{(HK)ise ratio, extending the range of suitable visibility conditions.
This technique can also simultaneously provide a means of detennining position in the
camera field of view. allowing quantitative geometric measurements to be made. Various
lighting techniques have been used successfully for imaging floc particles and plankton in
the deep ocean (for example. Honjo et a!~ 1984; Lenz et al.• 1995; Rauneyer and Wefer.
1996). L..ase11i are a convenient light source and have been used underwater in a variety
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of imaging applications. mostly associated with Remotely Operl1led Vehicle (ROV) vision
systems. User spots at lilted points in lhe camera field of view have been used to obtain
size eslimates of benthic organisms (Tusting and Davis., 19921. A photo-multiplier tube
receiver synchronized (0 a rastered laser light point has been used to enhance ROV vision
for uooerwater salvage operations [Kulpa al.. 19931. Foumieret al. [19931 repon another
ROV vision system utilizing a range-gated laser light source. The lasers used in these
applications are argon-ion. He-Ne or diode pumped Nd:YAG lasers. The very recent de-
velopments in efficient. higher power diode lasers in a wide range of waveler,gths will no
doubt soon lead to an increase in their use over earlier laser technologies.
Though any of the previously mentioned techniques would be suitable for quantitative
measure~nl of bedfonns. there are vtry few instances in the literature of the use of suuc-
lured lighting fIX bedfonn measurements. Wilkinson (19861 used a ftood light and shadow
bar to obtain ripple geometry measurements from photo images. Ripple wavelength and
height were detennined from the shadow cast by the bar. knowing the relative posilions of
the camera. light source and bar. A similar technique was used on the continental shelf by
Li and Amos 119981.
The laser-video system to be described in this thesis was developed with the goal of
obtaining time series of inSlanlanCOUs two-dimensional images of SU\lcture in the sus.
pended sediment field and simultaneous bed profiles over a length greater than a wave
orbital diameter. The realization of this idea uses compactlow-powcrdiodc lasers to pro-
duce an illuminated section which is viewed from the side by a smaU black-and-white
CCO camera. The system is shown conceptually in Figure 1.3. Once the camera field
of view is calibrated, position in the illuminated plane can be detennined to millimeter
accuracy. This represents very high resolution in comparison to typical MHz-frequency
acoustic systems. for example. which can realize millimeter resolution in range. but for
which the size of the "footprint" of the beam pattern leads to spatial averaging of the bot-
tom return over several centimeters in the horizontal. In a slant orientation. the width of
the beam paltem can be utilized to advantage. but ripple height information cannot be
obtained, and the far sides of ripples can be in acoustic shadow. In the COOteAt or the
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Figure 1.3: Cartoon of the laser-video imaging system concept. Ripples are profiled where
the laser sheet intersects the bed and suspended material is also illuminated. A camera
images the laser section from the side.
measurements to be presented in Chapter 3, the low relief « 0.5 em) of the observed
transition ripples required the high spatial resolution of the laser-video system to obtain
accurate measurements of ripple geometry.
1.4 Bedform Migration Observations
Bedforms appear to migrate as sediment is removed from one ripple slope and deposited
on the other. Under oscillating flow, this requires a flow asymmetry for the same reason as
it is required for sediment transport in general. Individual grains involved in the migration
process may travel distances greater than a ripple wavelength between being mobilized
and deposited. Bedfonn transport, defined by the volume of sedimenl contained in the
migrating bcdfonns. can then occur through a combination of bedload and suspended load
modes of sediment transport. There is no accepted relationship governing the relative
contribution to bedfonn transport by both modes, though Bagnold [1941] argues that for
large scale bedfonns and possibly ripples, the migration rate is in proportion to the lotal
sediment transport load.
IJ
Two relationships for bedfonn transport Qr llS a function of ripple geometry and mi·
gralicn velocity have been proposed. Bagnold (19411 defined Qr as
Q, = ,.M,p.(1 -.) (1.2)
where 'I. is ripple height. M. is ripple migration ~lociIY. P. is the sediment density and f:
is the porosity cfllie bed. Allen {19701 defined
(1.3)
These rel3tionships differ by a factor of 2. reftecting the difference between including (for
a ripple of roughly triangular profile displaced by a wavelength) the atC3. swept by the
advancing ripple face per time and the ripple volume per wKtth per time. One perhaps
defines a maximum, and the other an average (Amos el a!.. 19991.
A brief summary of some of the relevant observations of ripple migration reported in
the liter.nuTe follows. Sternberg (1961) made video measurements of ripple migration (as
discussed in Section 1.3) and flow velocities in a tidal channel in 20 m w8lerdepth. Under
unidirectional flow. he found
M. = (l.45 to 12.6) x 10-10 u~o (1.4)
where UlO is the S-minute averaged horizontal velocity 10 cm above the bed. In the near-
shore lone, Dingler and Inman [19771 found positive correlation between onshore ripple
migration r:lte and Longuet-Higgins' [19S7} nearbouom streaming velocity,
(1.5)
where Qo is the orbital semi-ellcursion, W is the wave radian frequency and c is the wave
phase speed. Us depends on orbital velocity squared or flow energy since atiJJ .... 2u,_.
This predicts ripple migration only in the direction of wave propagation. Boyd et al.
l 19881 observed ripple migration in 10 m water depth off a sand beach. Their "type 1"
ripples were most likely transition ripples. and were observed migrating in both on and
offshore dire<:tions. They found no significant relationship between velocity skewness
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and ripple migration velocity citing insensitivity and inSlability of the electromagnetic
flow meters and possibly eharacteristks of the vertical strUCture of the nearbed flow field
as possible reasons. They stale thal offshore migration of ripples was observed under
the largest waves during two storms, when onshore directed sueaming velocity would
be strongest. Vincent and Osborne [19931 repon observations of ripple migration on a
macro-tidal beach. They looked for a relationship between ripple migration velocity and
three dimensionless parameters: Shields panuneter (see Equation 1.1), wave Reynolds
number
(1.6)
and mobility number
(1.7)
where v is the kinematic viscosity of water and " is the sediment specific gravity. UII'IU
was defined as the average of the highest one-third of the maximum current speeds (or
the significant velocity) in the shoreward half cycles of lhe waves only. Similar 10 u••
the three parameters fhs. Rc", and til are all representative of wave flow energy. They
found no significant relationship between the observed migration velocity of "small" rip-
ples and any of the three paramelCrs.. lhey obseNed U'ansition ripples on at least one
occasion. but do not separate ripple types beyond "large" and "small". Amos et al. (19991
observed ripples in combined wave-<:ulTent flow conditions on the continental shelf. The
ripples they observed were primarily current fanned (unidirectional) and they found the
migr:l.tion velocity to be a function of the cUrTeOt component of the combined flow. fj.
nally. Traykovski et aI. 11999) observed migration of ripples in 12 m water depth. They
observed predominantly onshore migration and found qualitative agreement between the
cumulative integrals ofUJ and ripple displacement.
To summarize. the observations of Sternberg [1967) and Amos et aI. (19991 were under
unidirectional or combined flows. Under waves alone. D;ngler and Inman (19771 found
cOlTClation between ripple migration velocity and a measure of flow energy (u~). while
Vincent and Osborne (19931 found no correlation between ripple migratioo r:lIe and any
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of several similar flow energy parameters (9'.5. &", and 1/1). l1lese results were biased
toward the onshore ripple migration direction. Boyd et aI. ([9881 failed to find corre-
lution between ripple migration and orbital velocity skewness (including observations of
transition ripples). but cited probable inadequacy of Ihe velocity measurements. "The 0b-
servations of TraykoYski et al. (1999), similar 10 the observations 10 be reported here.
support a relationship between velocity skewness and ripple migration. but are limited to
the onshore migration direction.
II should be pointed out that the large maJority of ripple migration observations were of
ripple types other than transition ripples (with the ex.ception of some of the observations
of Boyd ct al. (1988) and Vincenl and Osborne (19931). II is quile probable that the
mechanisms involved in migration of vortex ripples. for example. are quilt different than
those involved in migration of transition ripples. These ripple types occur under different
flow conditions and couple with significantly different boundary layer nows. necessitating
separation of ripple types when looking for relattonships between ripple migration and
the fluid forcing. The: fundamental requirement for an asymmetry in the: oscillating "ow.
however, remains in any case.
1.5 Wave Orbital Velocity Forcing in the Nearshore
Nearshore dynamic processes are primarily fon;:ed by the: incoming waves. Examples
include longshore currents driven by non-nonnally incident waves., undertow and rip cur-
rents. all of which can move sediment, ultimately detennining beach morphology. The
morphology in tum controls the: large scale nows. making the large scale system intrinsi-
cally nonlinear.
Waves in the nearshore undergo nonlinear evolution while shoaling over a sloping bot-
tom. The general characteristics of the local wave forcing are usually given by bulk mea-
sures such as the peak spectral period, T,. and root-mean-square surface elevation. <nn..
or significant wave height. H t / 3 (the average height of the one third largest waves). As
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Figure 1.4: Example wave forms illustrating skewness and asymmeuy. The y axes COtIld
represent surface elevation or a component of wave orbital velocity and all have been
demeaned. (a) A sinusoidal wave form contributes zero skewness and asymmetry to a time
series. (b) A wave form showing positive skewness (peakedness) and leTO asymmetry. (c)
A wave fonn mowing non-zero asymmetry.
shoaling progresses. waves become more peaked and lean toward shore. "The manifesla·
tion of this nonlinear process in measured time series quantities can be described in terms
of higher .st:l.tistical moments, specifically wave skewness S and asymmetry A. Skewness
describes the depanurc from symmetry about zero of the distribution of the demeaned
measurements. Mathematically, skewness of a time series .r(t) is determined from
E[z'j
s= £[:1'213/1 (1.8)
where E[ J is the expectation value (sec: Equation 1.34) and z has been demeaned. Asym-
metry is the skewness of the Hilbert transform of the time series. 1be Hilben lTanSform
phase shirts each Fourier component of the time series by tr/2. so that the even and odd
components are exchanged. Even functions have non-zero skewness and zero asymmetry,
and odd functions have zero skewness and non-zero asymmetry (consider E[cos19] and
£[sin3 91 in Equation 1.8). In ICoos of quantities that would typically be measured in the
ne:lrShore (surface elevation or orbital velocity, for example), Figure 1.4 shows examples
of wave forms that would contribute non-zero skewness or asymmetry to a time series. A
purely sinusoidal wave form, in the time series sense. has zero skewness and zero asym·
metry. Waves with flattened troughs and peaked crests are positively skewed and waves
that lean toward one side have non-zero asymmetry. M waves shoal they evolve from
sinusoidal in deep water, increasing in skewness and asymmetry until they attain a shape
ex3.g~raled enough that they tnak.
In the neanhore. incident wave energy is distributed. over a spectrUm of frequencies.
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Nonzero wave skewness arises as a result of nonlinear interaction between the frequency
constituents of the wave forcing during the shoaling process. For narrowbanded waves.
self-self interaction can lead to the development of harmonics and to positive skewness.,
as in the usual Stokes expansion. Hasselman et al. {J9631 showed thaI a difference inter·
action between two wave trains of different frequency (as in a bimodal spectrum) gives
negative skewness associated with the beat or wave group frequency response. In the pres·
ence of a broad band wave spectrum. simullaneOUS sum and difference frequency interac-
tions arc possible and lhe resulting wave skewness is the sum of the positive and negalive
contributions from all interactions. Elgar and Guza (198531 presented clear examples of
the evolution of bimodal. narrow and broad banded bouom pressure spectra (and the as·
sociated wave skewness and asymmetry) through these nonlinear interactions as waves
shoal.
The most basic second-otder theory describing ocean waves uses the Stokes expan-
sion. Many of the observed second-order flows, for example. drift or mass transpon ve-
locity [Longuet.Higgins, 19571. can be derived following this approach. This comes from
solving the (irrotationaJ, inviscid) Laplace equation, with appropriate boundary conditions,
for a linear first order potential, plus a penurbation (second-order) term,
(1.9)
where 01 and tP2 are coefficients which depend on wave amplitude a, water depth h and
venical position =. The horizontal velocity u is given by
where
u= ~,. UtC05t.tJt+ uzC052wt
cosbk(h - z)
UI=aw~.
Uz = ~a2kwC05:i:~~~ z) .
(1.10)
(1.11)
(1.12)
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and k is the wavenumber. 2../wavclength. In order that me: expansion is valid, the pcnur-
baden lem muS{ be much smaller than the first order (enn. i.e.
~a2kw/(kh)4 =~~ <: 1
aw/kh <I (kh)3 (1.13)
~ quantity 3ak/4{kh)3 is known as the Ursell number. Ur. The requirement thai Ur 4:
I means that wave amplitude and steepness art limited to small values u kh becomes small
in shallow water. The Stokes expansion description of u yields a wave orbital velocity with
positive skewness.
The significance to sediment transpon of a skewed horizontal orbital velocity. is that
physically. skewness ~presents a mismatch between the magnitudes and dUr.1lions of lhe
maximum forward and backward velocities ovcr a wave cycle. If more .sediment can be
mobilized during one half wave cycle than the other. then this represems the potemial for
net trnnspon of material. Under ftow conditions near the threshold for sediment movement.
it is possible for sediment 10 be in motion only during that pan of the larger velocity wave
phase when the critical value of shear stress is exceeded. In symmetric waves. though
much material may be moving. the net transport will be zero. The shoaling of waves as
they enter shallower water. however. precludes this hypothetical situation in the natural
nearshore. One of the primary difficulties in sediment transpon measurement is that the
net quantity is the small difference between two sometimes large and generally uncertain
quantities.
1.6 Orbital Velocity Dependence in Sediment Transport
Models
It is not the purpose of this thesis 10 examine sediment transport processes or modeling
in detail (there will be no computed transport results presented. for example). A brief
description of some of the commonly ciled cross--shore transport models will be given.
however. to highlight. timly. the importance of finding a u3 (or skewness) dependence in
the field. and then. the importance of detcnnining the appropriate exponent in the velocity
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d~pendence. The skewness and the cube of velocity are intimately related in that skewness
is equal to the cube of the demeaned velocity normalized by the cube of the root-mean-
squared velocity (Equation 1.8), In very generallerms. the sediment transport models can
be divided ;nlO those that are based on an energetics argument (following Bagnold [1963J)
and lhose based on a bed stress argument (as in M3dsen and Grant (1976».
The energetics argumenl.., as originally put forward by Bagnold [19631. follows the
reasoning thaI the sediment transpon rate Q is proportional to the rate of wave energy
dissipation near the bottom W, or
Q - KW (1.14)
where Q is defined as the immersed weight transport rate of sediment per unit width of
flow with units of mas.sltimeJ • and W is the rate of energy dissipation near the bcd. with
the same units. K is a dimensionless efficiency pam.meter which Bagnold separated into
contributions from bedload and suspended load. 1bc energy dissipation is due to bouom
friction. so
w = n,u (1.15)
where Tt. is the bed shear stress and u is a representative orbital velocity outside the bound·
ary layer. The bonom stress is given by
(1.16)
where p is the water density. This gives the result
(1.17)
This basic model has subsequently been extended by Bailard and Inman [19811 to include
time varying velocities. and also used. for example. in equilibrium beach profile modeling
by Bowen (19801 and barevolulion by GaJlagheret aJ. (1998).
An alternate line of reasoning. as originally proposed by Meyer·Peter and MUlier
(1948] for unidirectional now. is based on the movement of malC:riai in response to the
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applied bed shear stress. Using laboratory dala, they looked for an empirical relation of
<her,,""
(1.18)
where Q is as defined above (units of mass/lim(3). They found ~ = 3/2. i.e.
Q ex u3 . (1.19)
In oscillatory flow, Madsen and Grant 119761 found an empirical result for the volume
transpon rate. Q(t), proportional to the third power of a time-varying Shields parameter
9(1) <X ,,(I) = ~ f. P 1"(1)1 "(I) .
Their result. in non-dimensional form. is
Q [,,(I)]'
w.D ex {Po - p)gD
where w. is the fall velocity of a sphere with diameter D. This gives
(1.20)
(1.21)
(1.22)
Note however lhat in Equation 1.20. r-. is a function of the wave friction factor f •. which
may also contain velocity dependence, as discussed further below. Q has dimensions of
lcngth~/time,and can be related to Q by
Q - (P.-p).OQ. (1.23)
Sleath [1994J developed a model for bedload lranspoct in oscillatory flow from first
principles which divides sediment transport into inenial and viscous flow regimes, fol-
lowing the work or Bagnold [19541, Briefly summarizing. 3 mobile layer thickness 5 is
defined in lenns or the concentration profile.
5=~[Cd:: (1.24)
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where C is sedimcm concentration and e... is the reference concentnuion at the stationary
base of the mobile layer. ~ velocity and concentration profiles are assumed 10 be gen-
eralized fonns in terms of the non-dimensional venical coordinate:' = ::{6. Based on
the empirical results of Bagneld (19541. in the inertial regime. the panicle-panicle shear
stress n in the mobile layer is given by
(1.25)
which by scale arguments, gives
(1.26)
It is assumed lhal the tangential stress Tit is proportional to the nocm.3l stre:ss 1\ at the
bottom of the mobile layer: T, = K, 1\. 1\ is taken to be equal 10 the Vtt1ic.1l integral of
the immersed weight of the sediment., and so 1\ oc be.... Thus, T, oc K.C...6. Assuming
that at the bottom of the mobile layer T, "" ~. the shear suess at the bed. then
(1.27)
which combined with Equation 126 gives
(1.28)
The volume rate of sediment transport is given by
Q = l.... uCd::. (1.29)
where Q is defined previously. Combining Equations 1.28 and 1.29 and using a general-
ized form of the concentration profile gives
(1.30)
in the inenial ftow regime. This is Skath's central ~lt which he shows to be consistent
with available laboratory data. The r/2 dependence arises through the: proportionaliry of
Ihe mobile layer thickness on bottom stress. The Bagnold relationship (Equation 1.25)
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gives a velocity scale which has a 63/ 2 dependence. with an additional factor of If com·
ing from lhe vertical integral in the transport. Returning to the original definition for Tb.
Equation 1.16. Ihis suggests a US dependence ofuanspon rate on velocity.
While Bagnold 119631 shows a «3 dependence in !he transpon rale and Madsen and
Gram 119761 show u', the Skam [1994) model exhibits a 1.I!o dependence. The review
of sediment transpon modeling by Dyer and Soulsby (1988) stales thai the exponential
dependence of Tio in models found in the literature: ranges from 312 10 7fl. Another more
detailed summary of the range of velocity dependence is given by King and Seymour
[19891. They tetast the variables used by the various authors as transport rate/wave en-
ergy dissipation QjW and find. among 7 models, the exponential dependence on Shields
parameter(:x u1 ) varies between 0 and 312. giving u an exponent between 0 and 6 (rec:al.I-
ing th.lt W (X ( 3 ). In addition to showing different power law dependence. they find that
the predictions for Q/W by the 7 models al a Shields parameler value of I, for example.
span 2 orders of magnitude. A similar listing of models. with some overlap. is given by
Horikawa 119881. 1bc majority in Horikawa's list have u3 dependence. with some models
showing u' and a few showing other exponents in the range I to 2.
A further consideration is the shear stress dependence on the wave friction factor !..,.
This has been treated as a constant by some authors IBagnold. 19631. however. it more
oflen contains hidden velocity dependence. An example of this is in the commonly used
empirical fit for ! ... by Swart [1974J (to the earlier semi~mpiricaJ relation by Jonsson
(19661> for rough turbulent ftows over a ftat bed with fixed grain roughness
( [250]'·'" )I ... = exp 5.213 -7 - 5.977 (1.31)
where D is the median grain diameter. This contains u dependence in a. me orbital semi-
excursion (see Section 1.4). This gives!", a weak dependence on averaged u (an exponent
of about -0.3 for a grain diameter of 175 ~m and typical values of a). Apart from the
u dependence. there is large Unct:rtaiDly in assigning an appropriate value to the rough-
ness length (2.5D in the above example), panicularly in the case of oscillatory ftow over
bedforms. There is an extreme shonage of roughness measurements for movable beds in
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oscillatory flow (Sleath. 1995).
In summary. cltisting sediment Iransport models exhibit dependence on a range of
powers of wave orbital velocity, including (u3 ) which is related to velocity skewness.
Higher order statistical moments such as skewness can be used 10 describe aspects of the
behaviour of dynamical systems thal arise through nonlinear processes. Bispectral analysis
is a powerful tool used in the study of nonlinear inlcractions. as will be described in the
following section.
1.7 Bispectral Analysis
As discussed in Section 1.5. wave shoaling and Ute associated evolution of wave skew-
ness and asymmetry are fundamentally nonlinear processes. Higher order spectral :maly-
sis. more panicutarly bispectral analysis. allows identification of nonlinear interactions in
lime series. One of the first applications of this technique was to the study of waves by
Hasselman ct aL [19631. Since then, it has been usedcxtcnsivcly (Elgar and Gula. 1986;
Herbers and Guza. 1994: Elgar et al.. 1995; Doering and Bowen. 1995; Norheim et aI.,
19981.
if l.l(t) describes a continuous stationary function of time which has been demeaned.
then the spectrum is given by lhe Fourier integral transfonn
where the prime denotes a continuous quantity, and
K(T) ~ £(u(.)u(t + T»)
(1.32)
(I.H)
is the autocorrelation of u(t), T is a time lag, and E[ I is the expectation value. defined by
liT!'£[«'») ~ lim -T x(') dt ~ (x('ll·
T-oo -Tn
(1.34)
For a stationary process. the expectation value and ensemble average ( .. ) are equivaJenL
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Similarly, the bispectrum is defined as
B'(WI.w-:z) "" A!l+OC S'(TI,T2)e-kJ,T,-i<.I::l"'dTldT2 (1.35)
'7l' -Ol>
where
is a two-dimensional autocorrelation function with time lags Tl and T2.
The lm'crsc relations for R{r) and S'(TI. T1J are
R'(T) - t: P(w)e~ dw (1.37)
and
S'(TI,T2) = !f~ B'(wh~)e"",rl+""''''ti.Jldw2' (1.38)
By selling T equal to zero in Equations 1.32 and 1.37.
R'(O) = Elu('l'] = 1~ P(wldw (1.39)
and equivalemly, from Equations 1.35 and 1.38,
S'{O,O) = E[u(£)3] = ~JI: 8'(WhW1)dw,~, (1.40)
Examining Equations 1.39 and 1.40. it can be secn that where P' gives the spectrum of
energy (u'l), 8' gives the (bi)spectrum of u3• By inlcgr.uing the power spectrum. the:
vari:mce of the time series is recovered (Parscval's theorem). Integration of the bispccuum
gives the third moment ofthc time ser1cs.
The convolution operation in Equation 1.33 is symmetric about T = O. and therefore
Similarly, for the bispectrum.
P(w) = P( -wI.
B'(W::l,w!l
8'(1011. -WI - \0.1'1)
8'(-1011 -W:Z,wd
B'(tq, -WI - W2)
B'(-Wl -W2,W2).
(1.41)
(1.42)
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This means that the spectrum is described by the values in the frequency range 0 ::; w :S 00
and the bispcctrum is defined by its value in the octant 0 :S W\ :S 00. 0 :::: Wo1 :$ WI.
In the: case of a discretely sampled time series. the power spectrum is detcnnined from
complex Fourier coefficients F(Ji) by.
P(f;) = E[F(f;)F"(f;)1
and the bispectrum is calculated from
8(",hl = EIF(f,)F(hIFO(" + hll
(1.43)
(1.44)
where: • denotes the complex conjugate. The upper frequency limit is then decermincd by
the Nyquist frequency so thai P is defined in the interval 0 :::; I, :::; f,y and B within the
triangle in the <1\> h) plane with vertices (0. 0), UN/'!, IN/'1) and UN, 0).
The spectrum given by Equation 1.32 is an unambiguous description afme time series
if the frequency components are at random phases. i.e. the process described by the time
series is Gnussian. If. for example. there is dynamK:ally unrelated energy occurring at
the frequency of a harmonic. this cannoc: be scpar:aled using the power spectrum. The
bispectrum. however, can be used to identify energy at frequencies that are the sum or
difference of other energy containing frequencies. (fthe process is truly Gaussian, B' _ O.
A result of Equation 1.40 is that the skewness of a discrete lime series can be deter-
mined from
s = L:.L:,Il(8(f"I,ll
EIIl~1'/2 (1.45)
where !H{} denotes the real pan. taking care in the summations to account for the caku-
J;nion region. which generally includes part of one octant only. The other third moment
quantity mentioned in Section 1.5 is the wave asymmetry. This can be calculated from the
bispectrum by
A _ L:; L:, ':!{8(f•. I,ll
E[u']3/2
where ~{} denOles the imaginary part.
(1.46)
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The bispe<:trum is a compkx quantity and can be cast as biamplitude and biphase.
In this instance. a more convenient measure of the coupling between frequencies is the
normalized magnitude of the bispectrum. or bicohcrencc, given by
p 18(/<,[')1
(f,·h) = (EIIF(f,)F(hll'IEIIF(f, + hll'II'" (1.47)
which has values between zero and one (Kim and Powers. 19191. Foe this nonnaljza·
tion, the 95% confidence limit for zero bicoherencc is ";6jdegrees of freedom (Elgar and
Guza. 19881. The bicoherencc is independent of wave amplitude.
There arc differing opinions on which ofseveral methods of bicohcrence normalization
is :appropriate [Elgar and Gula, 1988; Henderson and Bowen, 20001. The normalization (0
be used here is one of the more common found in the earlier literature, lhough it exhibits
frequency resolution dependence. For the purposes of the analysis presented in Chapter 3,
where the relative contributions by frequency pairs are considered (at lhe same resolution),
this well characterized method suffices.
The results of the orbital velocity btspecual analysis presented in Chapter 3 are in the
fonn of bicoherence and R{B} colour contour plots in the (flo h) plane. Only one octant
of the plane needs to be shown. since this is a complete description due to the symmetry
relations (Equation 1.42). Significant peaks in biooherence identify two f~uencies of the
three in an interacting triad contributing significant energy to the time series. In the case of
a self-self (harmonic) interaction. two of the three frequencies are the same. which shows
as a peak located on the 11 "" h line. Significant bicoherence at frequency pairs in the (Ii.
h) plane m:lY indicate a sum or difference interaction. since the condition is only that the
three frequencies involved satisfy 1131 "" 1ft ± 121. In geneli1l. peaks in bicoherence are
usually accompanied by peaks in IR{B}I. oot the converse is not neccs.sarily true. R{B}
can have positive or negative values - a positive (negative) peak. indicates an interaction
between frequencies contributing positive (negative) skewness to the overall integrated
skewness of the time series.
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1.8 Organization of the Thesis
This thesis is presented in four chapters and an appendix. Following this introductory
chapter, description is given in Chapter 2 of the laser-video system which was outlined
conceptually in Section 1.3. with description of the camera calibration procedure. as well
as opt:r.1tional details of tl1e laboratory and field deployments.. Observations oblained from
the field deployment and results of their analysis are presented in Chapter 3. This includes
prescnl:ltion of ripple geometry and migration velocity measurements and analysis of the
wave forcing with comparison to second-on1er and linear wave theories. The thesis is
summarized in Chapter 4. Appendix A contains discussion of the mathematical formula-
tion of the second-order wave theory results presented in Chapter 3. Appendix B contains
expansion on the orbital velocity dependence of the observed ripple migration velocity.
Chapter 2
Experiment Design and Deployments
The following chapter describes the design of the laser-video imaging system. the video
field-of-vicw calibr.uion procedure. the bed profile finding algorithm and a test profile
case. and the instrument conligufalion during (wo deployments: at the Nalional Research
Council (NRC) Wave Research Aume and in (he field at Queensland Beach. Novo. Scotia.
Fin311y. a few sample images from the two deployments :lI'C presented, showing instan-
taneous two-dimensionaJ struelure in the suspended sediment field and the simultaneous
bed profile.
2.1 Laser-video System Design and Specifications
The wet end of the laser-video system coosislS of two basic parts: the diode: lasers. which
provide the stnlclured lighting. and the imaging camera. 1bese components were selected
for compact size. modest cabling and power requirements. and economy. A camera and
two lasers (one without its pressure case) are shown in Figure 2.1. On the dry end. the data
are recorded using standard S-VHS video equiprncm. 1be following section describes the
wet end components in more detail.
The diode lasers operated in the visible red range at 68S nm wavelength (Power Tech·
nology Inc., PM series). Each laser was fined with line-generating optics that produced
a fan-shaped beam of light of about 70" by less than IIr. lbe optical power output of
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Figure 2.1: Photograph of the camera and two lasers. one with pressure case and one
without. A penny is included for scale.
each of the two lasers used in the NRC ex.periment was 16.5 mW, and two additional lasers
used at Queensland Beach, aboul55 mW, Each was housed in a cylindrical pressure case
approximately 3 em in diameter by 10 em long (pictured in Figure 2.1) with a glass win-
dow alone end. There was a thermal conductor (copper collar) between the diode laser
and the inside of the pressure case, as diode laser lifetime can be limited by overheating.
In deployment, pairs of lasers were mounted so that the light beams overlapped to extend
the illuminated area. The light transmission length was short enough (less than 4 m at
the longest) that the higher absorption coefficient for red light in water than, for example,
blue-green light was not a limitation.
The laser illuminated section was imaged using a wide-angle. black-and-white un-
derwater video camera (DeepSea Power and Light, Micro-SeaCam 1050). The camera
housing is 5 cm in diameter by 10 em long with a field of view of 77° (vertical) by 98°
(horizontal). During the experiment at NRC, lights were turned off when video data were
collected. and in the field. data collection was limited to twilight and nighttime hours.
During the field deployment, the cameras were fitted with red filters to exclude some back-
ground light, but even with the filters, the laser light was not detectable against daytime
light levels.
In retrospect, there are some considerations regarding the combination of laser wattage
and sensitivity of the camera CCD array. At the time the system was designed, the highest
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power diode lasers 3vailabk: in that model series were used.. Subsequently. power outputs
have increased. Higher laser wattage to obtain bed profiles during the day would require
a secondary laser system for daytime use since the strongest light reflection from the bed
during clear water nighttime operation sometimes saturated the ceo detector. In this case.
a higher laser power output at night would not have been beneficial. In fact. lhe effect
of light scauering from me sediment interface, making me bed profile line less distinct
(discussed funher in Section 2.3), was mon: evident in the case of the 55 mW lasers. In
terms of imaging lhe suspended sedimenl.. mis saturation. if widespread enough across the
ceo 3J'Td.y. activates the automatic iris in the camera (3 common selr~fense feature in
mosl solid-state cameras). This reduces the amount of light received potentially to the
point where it is no longer possible to discriminate the much lower intensity illumination
of the suspended sedimenL More power is not necessarily a good thing for either bed
profile or suspension imaging.
An asset of the laser-video system is its small independem pans that can be mounted
among other instruments without imerfering or adding significant bulk. to the total instru·
mem array. The diode laser cases and cameras W~ mounted using shaped PVC blocks.
hose c1nmps nnd U-bolts (the instrument frames are described in Seclion 2.4). Each pair
of lasers was powered with 5 VDC 120 rnA and the cnmera. 15 VDC 110 mA, by single
strands of a multi-element cable. A single RGS8U coaxial element returned video dala to
shore. These constitute relatively modest power and cabling requirements.
2.2 Field of View Calibration
A necessary first step in extraeting meaningful position data from video images is cali-
bration of the field of view. The image must be corrected for wide-angle lens distonion
and perspective. and a conversion factor applied 10 recover world coordinates from the
pixel locations. The following section describes a procedure which was developed thai
follows n combination of the techniques described by Nomura et al. [19921 and Holland
cta!. (1997).
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The camera geometry and coordinate systems are shown in Figure 2.2. The point P
has world coordinates (x",. y",) in the object plane. In the absence of wide-angle lens dis·
tonion. this point would be projected onto the image plane al point R. with discrete pixel
coordinates (Ui, Vi). Radial dislOnion by the camera optics moves the projected point 10
R', with pixel coordinates (ui. tI,). where the primed notation indicates the: lens dislonion.
The object plane corresponds in position to the laser-illuminated section and the image
plane. to the camera ceo array. The point at which the optical axis crosses the image
plane. (c.. ,c.,). is the centre of radial lens distortion and does not in general coincide with
the centre of the image plane. In the diagram, the object plane is shown approxim:uely
parallel to the image plane. In reality, lhis is not often the case. 'The three angles o. 8
and wdefine the pitch, yaw and roll of the object plane relative 10 the image plane. Pixel
coordinates (u:, u:> refer to me array position in the 720 x 480 digitized buffer recovered
by frame grabbing. which differs from the actual size of the CCO array (537 x 505 el-
ements). The origin in pixel coordinates in a grabbed image is in the upper lefl comer.
corresponding to a world coordinate position in the negative x... positive Y.. quadrant (the
camen electronically inverts the picture to a normal orientation).
World coordinates are extJacted from pixel coordinates through the following three-
step procedure. First. pixel coordinates are aligned with the optical cenU'e (c•• c.) and a
scale factor applied to the ;t'~oordinate.
z: ~ (0: -",,)<4
":-e.-0I,
(2.1)
The scale factor d.., results from the mismatch between the aspect ratio of the frame buffer
(413) and that of individual pixels. For example. for a frame buffer of size 640 x 480
pixels. d r equals I. Second. a radial cOITeCtion is applied to compensate for the wide-
angle lens:
(2.2)
where
(2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Camera calibration coordinate system definition. The point P. located in the
object plane, is projected onto point If, in the image plane. Radial distortion by the wide-
angle lens is responsible fordel'l«tion of the projection from RoIC Ri.
and R'; - Jr.' + iii. Then.
where
Xi = R; COSQ;
Yi = R,sinni
J/;
Ct, =an:tan?;,
(2.4)
(2.5)
and 1'1.1 and K1 are camera specific paramelcrsdiscussed later in this section. Third. a thin-
lens approltimation is used in relating the undisloned frame buffer coot'dinates to world
coordinales. The lriangle including Ft, the optical centre (Cu, c,,) and the point where the
optical axis crosses the lens is geometrically similar to tile: triangle including that same
point, P and the projection of P onto the optical axis. OICCOUnting for the pitch o. roll IV
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and yaw (J of the object plane. In matrix notation,
[ x<] [" ,,] [x. ]Yi r4 r5 y.,
-/- - [ ,7 ,8 ] [ :: ] + t,
where the rotation matrix coefficients are given by
[" " "]rj rs" =
rr r~ rD
[
coslVcosB COlI!bllin8Iin(l-~inwCOllO c:o:ill>~n8COl1¢1+iJintosin4l]
~invCD!i8 sinVOiinBsino+COlIVCOI(l sinl/l.sinBeoso-COlIVsinO
-ainlil msl1sino eos8COiO
(2.6)
(2.7)
and t= is the dislanCt along the optical axis between the lens and object plane. The variable
l represents the distance between the lens and the image plane in pixel units and is a titled
parameter. The matrix Equation 2.6 is solved for the world coordinates x.., and y.,.
The quantities c". c;., Itl and "'2 were dctcnnined for each camera in the laboratory as
follows. The reverse of the above procedure was npplied 10 a least squares minimization
of the difference between calculated and digitized grid point locations on a S5 em by 50
em grid (S em spacing. 132 points) placed at a known position relative to the camera, both
submerged. Figure 2.3 shows lhe radial coneclion aEr (Equation 2.3) plottM against ~.
The function !i.Er is shown as the solid line, and the symbols show the diffenoce between
digitized grid point locations and their world coordinates convened to pixel coordinates
(calculated R. - R;) fora laboratory calibration of camera I. The difference between these
ploued values and the function aEr is minimized to determine the camera parameters.
The scatter in the plotted points. Figure 2.3b. shows that aside from a few outliers, the
digitization error is less than the pixel resolution.
Subsequently. for each deployment, I and the angles ¢ and 8 were detennined by a sim-
ilar process after an on-site calibration using the same grid placed in the laser-illuminatcd
plane. To reduce the number of minimization parameters, I!J can be determined from the
i-':[SlA-2<l~
'-30
-"0.
o 100 200 300
R;(pIuI,)
-2~O---;';;;OO;---;200;;;;;--""~-'
R;(pi.lels)
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Figure 2.3: Camera lens radial correction factor as a function of uncorrected radius «.
for c:1Itl.cra I. (a) 'The solid line is the function All and the + symbols arc the difference
between uncorrected digitized grid poinllocalions and Sem spaced world coordinate loca-
tions converted 10 pixel coordinates (R - Fr) using the reverse oflhe calibration procedure.
(b) Residual radial correction Le. the scatter in the points ploued in (a).
Table 2.1: Laboratory determined calibration parameters for cameras usrd in the NRC
and Queensland Beach experiments. C. and e" define the optical cen~ in the no by 480
pixel frame buffer. t4 defines the pixel aspect ratio. "" and '" arc radial lens distortion
correction parameters.
Cam. c.. (px1) c" (pd) d~ "" 11:2
III 320.1 237.8 0.889 ·1.662xlO- 0.0106
#2 332.7 262.6 0.889 -1.620x 10- 0.0173
mean bed slope if 8 is small. Paramelcrsdelermined for each of the two cameras used are
shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Figure 2.4 illustrales an example of a captured frame used in the site-specific calibra-
tion procedure for the NRC experimenl. Note the wide-angle lens dislonion resulting in
the ··barrel" effect. The grid has been placed in the plane of the laser-illuminated section
(the laser light sheet can be seen intersecting the investigator's thumb). 1lJe x symbols
mark the digitized grid locations used in the minimization scheme to detenninc the site-
spedfic camera calibration parameters. Other instrUments labeled in the video image can
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Table 2.2: Site-specific calibration parameters for the NRC and Queensland Beach (QB)
experiments. l is a fitted parameter, t z is [he measured distance from the camera to the
object plane and ¢, Band 1/J define the pitch, yaw and roll orthe object plane relative to the
image plane.
Cam. l (pxl) t.(cm) ~ 9 ,p
NRC # J 479.4 66.6 _18.7° 0.20 0.00
QB # J 406.2 88.0 _5.60 _0.3 0 _1.00
#2 449.0 94.3 _12.8 0 9.90 6.90
Figure 2.4: Sample video image used in the NRC experiment site-specific calibration. The
image pixel coordinates, with the origin in the upper left. are shown on the axes. The x
symbols show the digitized grid locations used in the fit for detennining the site-specific
camera calibration parameters.
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be compared with later discussion of the NRC deployment (Section 2.4.1, Figure 2.6). For
the Queensland Beach field site-specific calibration, a SCUBA diver positioned the grid
in the illuminated plane.
The world coordinate size of a pixel in the grabbed video frame depends on the radial
position of that pixel from the optical centre and the range to the camera. In the NRC
experiment video data, the size of a pixel near the centre of the frame is 1.2 mm by 1.4
mm and a pixel in the lower left comer, farthest from the camera. is 2.7 mm by 3.6 mm.
In images from the Queensland Beach cltperiment. where two cameras were used. for the
offshore looking camera a centre pixel is 1.9 mm by2.1 mm. and :lIthe comer. 3.5 mm by
3.8 mm. For the alongshore looking camera, pixels are 1.5 mm by 2.2 mm at the centre
and 3.2 mm by 4.0 mm in the comer. The workl coordinate position is assigned at the
centre of a pixel.
2.3 Bed Profile Finding
The algorithm for determining the position of the bed in the video images is based on the
fact that it is the brightest object in view. Though the width of the incident laser beam on
the bed was about 2 mm. scauering by grains on the sand surface led to broadening of the
line seen in the video image. Sediment in motion on the bed increased this effect. The
position of the bed in the images is detennined by finding the middle of this wavy stripe
by a simple method which will be described in this section. with results from a test case.
The image conditioning necessary for detennination of the bouom profile was mini-
mal. A one ortwo pixel horizontal wander in the position of the image in the grabbed frame
buffer was occasionally found and COl'TeCted by locating the coordinates of the colons in
the VCR time stamp (by 2·0 correlation to a standard colon image) and shifting the image
in the frame buffer array accordingly. The images were then masked to exclude the ar-
eas outside that surrounding the laser line. including ~ay for large bedforms. For each
column (t/,) of the frame buffer array. the pixel y-coordinates of the log intensity values
greater than 70% of the maximum value in that column were passed to the next step. If
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there were 3 or more points filling this criterion. these pixel-log intensity points were !.hen
interpolated onto a regular 1110 pixel spaced grid using a cubic interpolation. The pixel
position of the maximum value of the fitted log intensity curve, at sub-pixel resolution,
was taken as the bed elevation (vj). After the intensity peak location in each column in
the unmasked area of the frame buffer has been determined, world coordinates (rw • y",)
of the bed profile art: then determined from these (u:. Vo> pixel coordinates by the melhod
described in Section 2,2.
In conditions ofgood visibility. one frame can be sufficient to determine the bed profile.
In cases where a significant amount of sediment is in suspension such thai parts of the
laser line are intenniucntly shadowed or obscured, the profile can be pieced together by
combining the parts of conseeutive images comaining the strongest bottom signal. This
technique can also extend the length of the usable profile when visibility is vel')' poor.
The world coordinate calibration procedure and the bed profile finding algorithm wert
test~ widl a known bed geometry. An anificial rippled surface 90 em long was made
from plywood with triangular ripples ranging in trough--to-trough length from 10 to 20
cm and in height. from I to 5 em. The profile was illuminated by a laser line and a grid
calibration was performed. lbe video determined ripple dimensions are shown in Figures
2.5. The average deviation of the calculated dimensions (height and length) from the actual
measurements is 2 mm for this test case.
The test case serves as a check on the calibration and bottom finding procedures widl
the following reservation. For each deployment. the site specific geomeuy and calibra-
tion determine the measurement resolution and potential for devi3lion from the true ripple
profile. 11le teSt case was set up purposefully to be representative of the geometry of the
deployments (t: about I m. ,p. '" and (J nonzero). Some of the deviation seen in the test
case results is due to the calibration. some due to the profile finding, and some due to
uncertainty in locating the ripple crests and troughs in the found profile. It is not possible
from this type of test to determine the relative contribution by each of these sources of er-
ror. The consistently low estimates of ripple length and trend in height indicate a potential
(small) error in detenninalion of one: of the angles (most likely 11). In the laboratory and
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Figure 2.5: Bed profile finding algorithm lest ripple results. a) Ripple height finding and
b) ripple length finding. Solid lines show the one-to-one line and dashed lines are linear
regressions. with ,2 values as given.
field datil, based on the observed broadening of the illumin:lted laser line by scattering on
the bed surface. it is estimated that in any patticular observation the profile finding and
peak and trough location uncertainties represent a larger poc:ential for deviation than the
calibration.
It should be noted that 0(1 mm) horizontal and venical resolution over a lenglll of 1
m is very high in comparison 10 other bedfonn measurement techniques. As mentioned in
Section 1.3. acoustic techniques can offer millimeter range resolution. but typically there
is some deg~ of spatial averaging due to the finite size of the beampauem '"foot print"
(of the order of centimeters in size), detennined by the bcarnpauem divergence.
2.4 Deployments
The laSler-videosystem was deployed twice in 1995 in collaborativc experiments with Dal-
housie University. The first laboratory experiment acted panly as a testing phase. though
3 qU3n1ity or good qualiry data was obtained. The subsequent field deployment took. ad·
vantage or a rew improvemenlS to the system suggesl:ed by me laboratory experience. 1be
rollowing sections describe the deployment sites and the insuument configurations used
in each instance.
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2.4.1 National Research Counc:ii, Ottawa
The advantages of working in a controlled laboratory setting are panicularly appreciated
when testing new techniques or equipment This section describes the experimental .setup
:1.1 the NRC Wave Research Rume where it was possible to easily access the equipment
throughout the deployment (as evidenced by the presence of the invesligator in the image
in Figure 2.4). as well as offering complete control of the wave forting environment.
The instruments were mounted on a 3 m seclion of antenna mast. triangular in cross-
section, placed with one side as the base and fixed to cross-members bolted to the sides of
the wave llume. A side view of the NRC experiment scl-up is shown in Figure 2.6a. which
can be compared with the video image shown in Figure 2.4. The NRC Wave Research
Rume is 97 m long by 2 m wide: by 3 m deep and was filled to a depth of 1.5 mduringthc
experiment. The instrUments were placed above a 10 m long. 10 em deep. bed of sand (0:.0
= 186 11m) located ne~t 10 a viewing window approximalely 213 of the way down the ftume
from the wave paddle. The laser beams were orienled venically with the wide dimension
P'U'tllei to the axis of the ftume. lbe camen was located on a separate suppon member
- its position is better shown in the plan view. Figure 2.6b. Other instnlments deployed
included three Mesotech 810 acoustic coocentnllion profilen.. a pair of Acoustic Doppler
profilers IZcdel et al .• 19961. a Sontek Acoustic Doppler Velocimeler (ADY). wide and
narrowbeam scanning sonars [Hay and Wilson. 19941. capacitive wave gauges. and other
curren! meters and video equipment belonging 10 collabo...to~ from Dalhousie University.
Laser-video data were synchronized with e~perimenl lime by including a system-wide
time code in the frames using a Horita vasa lime Code Generator.
Within the limits imposed by mechanics and shallow water wave theory. the NRC
Wave Research Aume facility offered extensive CODuol of the wave forcing. Waves were
generated by a hydraulically actuated piston and absorbed by a 17 m long grid of metal
mesh. Series or regular 3 and 3.5 second period waves of increasing heighl rrom 20 to
70 cm were run. as well as wilda] "groups" (cosine tapered minute long regular wave
Imins). and JONSWAP spectrUm runs at increasing significant waV1: heights (30 10 50 em).
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Figure 2.6: Instrument array configuration at NRC, Ottawa, in side (a), and plan (b) views.
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Figure 2.7: Map of south-central Nova Scotia showing 51 Margarc:lS Bay and the
Queensland Beach field sile location in relation 10 Halifax. (Coastline downloaded from
http://crusty . er. usgs .gov/eoast./getcoast.. html. World Vector Shoreline,)
2.4.2 Queensland Beach, Nova Scotia
In the ran of 1995. a joint field experiment was undertaken at Queensland Beach, Nova
Scalia. This was also the site of a previous collaborative field experiment in 1987 (Vincent
et aI.• 1991). This section describes the site and details of the deployment there.
Quttnsland Beach is a pocket beach between rocky headlands and is oriented almost
nonnal to wave energy coming in through the narrow mouth of St. Margarets Bay. The
lacadon of the beach opposite lhe mouth of the bay is indicated in Figures 2.7-2.9. The
experiment x-axis. detennined from surveyed instrument frame post positions. is oriented
120 west of true nonh, as shown in Figures 2.8 and 2,9. The dashed line in the figures is
drawn perpendicular to the observed ripple crests. as discussed further in O1apter 3.
The mean beach profile from three surveys near the end of the 10 day deployment is
shown in Figure 2.10. The instrument frame was localed 60 m offshore of the mean water
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Figure 2.8: 51 Margarets Bay and the Queensland Beach field sileo The 20, 10 and 5
fathom depth contours are shown. The experiment co-ordinate r-axis is shown, west of
true Nonh. The dashed line is perpendicular to the orientation of the rippk creslS during
the night of ycarday 261. as dc:tcnnined from fanbeam sonar images. (Adapted from
Canadian Hydrographic service Oart 1'4386.)
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Figure 2.9: Detailed balhymeuy aCme area immediately surrounding Queensland Beach.
The 25. 20. IS, 10. S. and 3 falbom contours ale labeled, as well as the experiment z-axis.,
and a perpendicular (0 the dominant ripple crest orientation on the night of yeardoty 261
(dashed line). (Adapted from Canadian Hydrographic Service Field Sheet #1595.)
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Figure 2.10: Menn beach profile al the time of deploymeOi at Queensland Beach. The
dashed line shows the mean waler level and the dOlled lines. the highest and lowest tides
during the 10 day experiment.
line, where the mean water depth was 3.2 m. with maximum and minimum depths during
the deployment of 4.1 and 2.4 m. Tht bexh slope at that location was aOOul2". Samples
of the quartz sand collected at the sile had a sieved median diameter of 175 /-1m.
The deployment configuration is shown in stdc: and plan views in Figure 2.11. The
inslruments were mounted on a 3 m section of antenna mast cantilevered offshore from a
rigid support frame (nol shown in Figure 2.11). The legs of the support frame were jeued
-3 m into the sand bed. positioned in a 1.5 m by 2 m rectangle (long sides in the along-
shore direction). The local bedform field was monitored to a radiusofS m using a fanbeam
rotary sidescan acoustic system (Hay and Wilson. 1994; Hay and Bowen. 20001. A rotary
pencilbum acoustic system profiled bed elevation on a cro:ss-shore line to a range of 5 m.
as well as operating periodically at fixed slant angles (10" below horizontal in the offshore
direction and venically upwnrd.) with centimeter Ddial resolution (Hay and Bowen. 20001.
Flow measurements were made with a dual beam Coherent Doppler Profiler(CDP) system
[Zedel and Hay. 19991. Other instruments deployed include acoustic backscatter sonar!.
pressure sensors. optical backscalter sensors and electromagnetic CUlTent meters.
In this deployment. instead of being directed straighl downward as they had been 3t
NRC. the lasers were mounted obliquely to increase the horizontal extent of the laser
light sheet. An alongshore laser line was added to the system with the aim of adding thill
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Figure 2.1 1: Side view (a) and plan view (b) of the instrument array configuration at
Queensland Beach. In (b). the laser illuminated lines and the path thai the pencilbeam
followed along the bed are shown by the gray lines, and the frame outline is dashed.
Experiment coordinates are shown with x positive onshore and z positive upward.
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dimension to the observations of bedforms and suspension cvenlS (sample images from the
offshore looking camera are presenled in Section 2.6). As shown in Figure 2.1 lb. there
were (wo shore-normal laser lines. The observations presented in Chapler 3 arc: from the
single laser line closest to the alongshore looking camera.
2.5 Data Overview
A briefdescription of the various data Iypes thai have been used in this wort is pre5Cflted in
this section. Since the resulls presented in Chapter 3 derive from the field obseNations. the
following description will be oriented townrd inslruments relevant to that data set. though
many of the same insuumcnts were used in both deployments.
The acoustic data (pencilbcam and fanbeam sonars. COP. etc.) were collected through
il system of netwoded PC nodes which controlled data acquisition and storage. while
maintaining a common time synchronization ICroig el al .• 19951. In the field. the acoustic
systems operated on a half hour duty cycle through active wave conditions. and on a one
hour cycle when wave energy was low. There were two approximately 8 minute COP runs
per half hour (sampling at a profile acquisition rate of -30 Hz). one each of approximately
8 minute upward looking and slant pcncilbcam runs (at a profile acquisition rate of-8 Hz).
one 5-scan rotary pencilbeam sonar run and one 5-scan rotary fanbcam run (360" rotation
per scan). Some of these runs occurred simuhaneously. All acoustic data were stored in a
binary fonnat as time-gated profiles of backscatter signal amplitude. convened to range-
galed profiles using the~ of sound in sea water with 0.9 em range resolution. The
recovery of velocities from the raw COP data is discussed in Zedcl and Hay (1999). In
this work. only the velocity values at a point 20 cm above the bed in the COP venical
velocity profiles have been used.
The laser-video system operated continuously during nighttime hours. from approxi.
mately 1900 to 0700 h local time. The video data. were recorded in S-VHS fonnal(400
horizontallincs per frame) at a lime lapse rate equivalent to 6 hours per 120 minute tape
(a frame rate of 10 Hz). or 12 bours per tape during very calm wave conditions {a frame
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rate of 5 Hz). Frames were grabbed from tape for post-processing with a resolution o(nO
by 480 pixels using a Digital Processing Systems Inc. Perception Video Recorder system.
The post-processing and analysis (both of video images and acoustic data) were pcrfonned
using Mathworks Mnllab (versions 5.0 to 5.3) and the Image Processing Toolbox (version
2.11.
2.6 Sample Laser-Video Images
This seclion includes a few samples of the laser-video data from both the NRC and
Queensland Beach experiments. These demonstrate the capabilities of the system for
imaging the sediment in suspension and the bed profile.
The images shown in Figure 2.12 are typical examples from the NRC experiment video
data recovered from tape with a basic level of post-processing. The images have been C«X-
reeled for radial dislonion and perspective. cropped to about 1/4 heighl, and are calibrated
in centimeters. 1be gray scale has been reversed for belter reproduction (in the raw data,
the I:1ser light is white against a black background).
These frames were recorded during a series of3.5 second period monochromatic waves
approximately 30cm in height (recall the water depth was 1.5 m). The direction of wave
travel is from left to right. tbe three: images span 0.6 .seconds immediately following the
flow reversal. In the first image. the flow is static after the passage of a wave cres«. tn
the second and third images, the flow is accelerating leftward under the following trough.
shown by the u veloc::ity vector. tbe nearbcd orbital veloc::ity in the third frame is approxi·
malely 30 cmls 10 the left, estimated from the molion of the suspended sediment cloud in
the video footage.
The dominant feature in the images is the dark bed profile showing ripple features of
varying lengths from approximately 10 to 20 cm. Overlayed in white is the bed profile line
delennined by the algorithm described in Section 2.3.
The suspension event associaled with the ripple crest at the centre of the images is typ-
ical of events secn in lower energy conditions in both the wave flume and field data. This
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a) Time = 16:20:21.8
Figure 2.12: Three sample distortion--corrected images from the NRC experiment. The
direction of wave travel is from left to right. The gray scale has been reversed. The three
images are at 0.3 s intervals under 3.5 second regular waves, starting as flow is reversing
to leftward, indicated by the velocity arrow labeled u. The white line shows the recovered
bed profile. Axis units are world coordinate centimeters.
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shows suspension of sand by flow interacting with the bedronns as described by Sleath
[[9821. and categorized as Bed load-Suspended Load Intermediate mode transpon us-
ing the Shibayama classification (Horikawa. 1988). The vorticity of the sediment cloud
(clockwise rotation persisting from its formation at the ripple crest during the preceding
wave quarter period) is clearly visible in the video footage. though is not evident in the
single frames. The range of intensity values included in the imaged suspended material
is not large enough to infer concentration of sediment in suspension. however this infor·
mation can be derived from the simultaneous 3COUSlic backscatter data. II also appears
that the acoustic devices can detect lower concentrations of suspended material than the
laser-video system. Ultimately. the acouSlic and video data can be combined.
An alongshore laser line and offshore-looking camera were added to the insuument
array for the Queensland Beach deployment. Figure 2.1 J shows a series of corm:t~
images from that data sel. As in Figure 2.12. the axes are in calibrated centimeters. the
gray scale has been reversed and the images span a time of 0.6 s. The wave orbital velocity
is directed away from the camera (offshore) during the decelerating half of the reverse
ftow phase. The video footage shows a small component of alongshore velocity din:ct~
toward the right (westward) during the time when these data were recorded. The lower
background gray level in these images compared to those in Figure 2.12 is due to the
lower level of ambient light.
The bed profile shown in white in the three frames was detennin~ from a frame later
in the same wave period when suspended materia.l was not obscuring the bottom reflection.
as it is in the first image. The: bedforms at the lime these images were: recorded (detennined
from fanbcam scanning sonar images collected shortly before and after) were well-formed
shorH:rest~ irregular ripples. The simultaneoUse~ profile shows ripple lengths
between IS and 20 cm and heights of I to 2 em.
The larger of the two suspension events pictured shows interesting structure:. Its along-
shore dimension is approximately 10 cm: this represents the: first quantified field obser-
vation of the alongshore length scale of a sediment suspension event The video footage
shows clockwise rotation of the cloud of sediment as it is being carried offshore from its
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Figure 2.13: Three sample distortion-corrected images from the Queensland Beach field
experiment. The camera is looking in the offshore direction. The gray scale has been
reversed. The three images span 0.6 seconds while flow is decelerating, directed away
from the camera (offshore). The white line shows the bed profile. Axis units are world
coordinate centimeters.
"point of origin. located onshore 0( the illuminated plane. 1bc cross-shore extent of lhis
cloud could be inferred by stack.ing successive images as it passes the illuminated section
with the wave orbital velocity for comparison with the cross-shore scales detennined from
the orthogonal view.
These samples are taken from dala collected while visibilily conditions were optimal.
Obv;OllSly. visibility in the field is highly variable. Of len operational nights al Queens-
land Beach. visibility could be considered good to faif more than half of the lime <limited
most commonly by the presence of clouds of weed fragments). This was combined with
favorable wave conditions (Shields parameter greater than 0.2) for portions of only two
nights. giving in IOlal. about 6 hours of laser-video data during other than quiescent con·
dilions. The laser-video observations presented in Chapter 3 were collected during a LS
hour period on the first of those two nights.
Chapter 3
Results
The following chapterdescribes wod based on field observations which were made during
the Queensland Beach experiment. The emphasis is on a one-day storm event occurring
on September [8 (yearday 261). 1995. A summary of the relevant wave conditions is given
first, followed by presentation of ripple geometry and migration observations. It is shown
that the observed linear transition ripples were anorbital type ripples and migrated offshore
during the growth phase of the stonn and onshore during storm decay. Funher. it is shown
that the observed rippic migration was correlated with the skewness of the neached orbilal
velocity. The orbital velocily forcing is then examined. in pan using bispeclral analysis. It
is shown that the observed velocily skewness arises througb nonlinear interntion between
frequency componenlS of the wave field. 1be observed orbilal velocity forcing is shown
10 be comparable to predictions based on sccond-<lrder. nonlinear wave interaction theory.
3.1 Overview or Wave Forcing Conditions, Yearday 261
This section describes the conditions through the storm evenl on yearday 261 which pro--
vided the wave forcing environment for the bedform observations reponed later in this
Chapter.
A summary oflhe storm history is given in Figure 3.1. The storm waves gained ampli-
tude starting early in the day. peaking in significant wave height at about 8:00 GMT and
S2
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had subsided by 18:00 GMT (local time differed from GMT by -3 hours and all times
are given in GMT from this point fOf"Vo"ald). The significant wave height HI/3 and peak
wave period T( are shown in Figure 3,1a. 80th were calculated from surface elevation «)
lime series e~tr'3Cled from upward looking pencilbeam sonar data - the significant wave
height is fOUf times the standard deviation of ( {Thornton and Guza, 19831 and T( is the
surface elevation power spectral peak period. Figure 3.lb shows the dimensionless shear
stms (grain roughness Shields parameter). given by
where
( [250]'·'" )f. =exp 5.213 ~ - 5.9n t
(3.1)
(3.1)
D is the median grain diameter. do = u.-Tp /1f is the significant orbital semi~cursion.
T, is the wave orbital velocity spectrum peak period, IN = 271'"IT, is the wave radian
frequency, s is the sediment specific gravity (2.65 for quam) and 9 is acceleration due
to gravity. J... is the wave friction factor for rough turbulent oscillatory flow over a ftat
bed of fi~ grains. as discussed previously in Section 1.6. 1be wave orbital velocity u
is determined from the demeaned &-minute COP records at of 20 cm height above the
bed. and is positive onshore. Figure 3.1c shows the time history of the ripple types that
were present in the local area as observed from the half hourly fanbeam sonar images (Hay
et al.. 19991. The ripple types have been categorized as "I" for irregular. "X" for cross.
"l" for linear transition. and "f"" for ftatbcd.
1be relevant features of thi~ stonn event were an initial growth of significant wave
height. accompanied by a shift to longer peak wave period. and evolution of bedfonn type
from irregular through cross and linear transition ripples to ftatbed when wave height was
maximal. This was followed by a decay in wave height and evolution of bedform type
through cross and linear transition ripples back to in-egular ripples. 'The time series of
ripple type shows that two forms of ripples were often present at the same time. A lag is
apparent in the progression of ripple types during the waning stages of the storm relative
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Figure 3.1: Time evolution oflhe stonnevent on ycaroay 261. 1995 (time in hours GMl).
(a) The period of the surface elevation sptttra peaks T, (soIKl) and significant wave height
H1/J (dashed); (b) dimensionless shear stress (grain roughness Shields parameter); (c) the
ripple type present as observed from the fanbeam sonar images: ['" irregular. X = cross. L
= linear transition. F = flatbed. IntervaJs I and II are shaded gray (see text).
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to me peak and decay in the wave forcing, which has also been observed elsewhere (Hay
and Wilson, 19941.
Two time periods have been shaded gray in Figure 3.1 and have been labeled Intervals
I and II for convenient reference. Transition ripples were present throughout both intervals
for Shidds parameter values between 0.3 and 0.5. Intcrvall falls during me growth phase
of the storm event in the period before ftalbed and Interval II is during the decay of the
stonn after ftatbed. Two inslanccs where linear transition ripples have been identified but
have not been included in Interva.ls I or II were while lhe waves were near the peak height
and near the end of the stonn allow Shields parameter when the ripples may be considered
relici.
As waves shoal. the orbital velocity skewness increases as the waves become more
peaked in profile. When the wave subsequently breaks. the skewness decreases sharply
IElgar and Guza. 1985bJ, Simultaneously during shoaling. wave asymmetry evolves from
close to zero in deep water toward large negative values. Inside the breaker zone, !he
dynamics of the flow are significantly mort: complex than outside. particularly in the be-
haviour of these higher-«der quantities. Table 3. I lists the observed percenlage of break-
ing counted from the upward looking pencilbeam sonar records. along with the water depth
It, peak surface elevation spectral period T( and significant wave height H 1/3 • The wave
breaking height H~ was calculated from O.56Ho(Lo/Ho)o.'J, where Lo = 9T't/2rr and Ho
is the deep water significant wave height calculated from H 1/3 [Fred.see and Deigaard,
19921. H~ represents the height that the hugest waves required for breaking in the local
water depth. Also shown is lbomton and Guza's (19831 bf'eaking wave percentage~.
given by
(3.3)
where 7 is 0.44 and H~ = HI/3/-12 [Thornton and GUla. 19891.
To interpret the values presented in Table 3.1, consider that if the significant wave
height. H1/3 • was equal to the wave breaking height. H~. then the percentage of waves
observed to be breaking should be approximately 33~. The observed percentage of waves
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Table 3.1: Wave breaking observations from upward looking pencilbe:am sonar reconis. h
is the water depth. T( is !he surface elevation spectral peak period and H I / 3 = -I(nou is
the significant wave height. H~, wave breaking height. is calculated from H t/J . .4. is the
percentage of waves breaking calculated using Equation 3.3.
time (GM1) hem) 7:(,) HI a(m) H.(rn) J4("'> obs. %
Interval I
5,45 3.8 4.1 0.96 1.1 3 8
6:15 3.9 3.9 1.0 1.1 3
"6:45 3.8 7.3 1.0 1.4 4 13
Interval II
10:15 3.4 8.9 0.97 1.2 5 23
10:45 3.2 8.3 O.SO 1.1 3 0
11:15 3.1 7.7 0.84 L2 4 0
11:45 3.1 8.9 0.73 1.1 2 0
12:15 3.0 8.9 0.66 1.0 2 0
12:45 2.9 8.3 0.65 0.9 2 0
13:15 2.9 8.3 0.59 0.8 1 1
breaking was always less than this value, consistent with HI /3 being consistently less
than H•. During Interval I. some wave breaking was observed (about 10 %). Analysis to
be presented in Section 3.4 shows that during Interval!. the wave spectra were bimoda.l
with short period sea and long period swell peaks. In this case. significant wave height
(calculated from surface elevation variance) is iII-dc:fincd. In instances where the sea and
swell waves interfere constructively. for example. larger waves than either the swell or
sea result. During Interval U. with the exception of the 10:15 GMT run. no waves were
breaking. The upward looking pencil beam record at 10: 15 GMT contains it few very large
breaking events which injected bubbles deep into the water column. persisting for many
wave periods and making identification of subsequent breaking events unceRain. The
predicted percentage All does nex compare well with the observations. being low during
Interval I and high during Interval U. This is consistent with the similar polXcomparison
between A. and observed wave breaking reponed by Lippmann (t aI. (19961. The wave
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bre:tking behaviour may have been mOOifi~ by wind. 'The Ixach log noccs moderate-
(()-strong winds backing from soulh 10 easterly o~r that day. The observed overall low
percentage of waves breaking. however. shows that the measurement area is indeed outside
the breaker lone. so that wave breaking is not a consideration.
3.2 Linear Transition Ripple Geometry
In this section, observations of linear Iransition ripples are presented which were obtained
using three independent instruments; me fanbeam and pcncilbcam sonan and the laser-
video bed profiling system. lbe fanbcam sonar gave an overview of the bedfonn field
in the area surrounding the site of the instrument frame. showing the degree of three-
dimensionality, spatial extent and orientation of the bedfanns. The laser-video system
gave local high-resolution bed profiles allowing detailed measurement of bcdfonn ge-
ometry and migration. The pcncilbcam sonar profiles provided verification of the ripple
migration and wavelength observations made during the growth phase of the storm, as well
as measurements during the decay phase of the stonn when daylight prevt:nted usc of the
laser-video system.
Figure 3.2 shows samples from (wo fanbe.am sonar images collected at 6: 10 and 11:10
GMT, during Intervals I and II respectively. Each is a plan view of the bedform field in a 4
m longshore x 2 m cross-shore area on the offshore side of the instrument frame. Linear
transition ripples are evident in both images as long-<rested, short 0(10 cm) wavelength
fealUres. It is possible to follow a single ripple crest across the entire 4 m extent of the
lower image. Bifurcations were present along some of the ripple crests. The upper ima~.
from Interval!. shows that linear transition ripples coexisted with longer wavt:length cross
ripples (see Figure 3.lc). The orientation of the transition ripple crests was inclined at
about 150 to the y-axis of the experiment coon1inate system. as shown in the maps, Figures
2.8 and 2.9. These images show that the transition ripple wavelength and crest length were
similar during bolh the growth and decay phases of the storm.
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Figure 3.2: Fanbcam scanning sonar images of linear transition ripples collected at 6: 10
GMT during Interval I (top), and II: 10 GMT during Interval II (bottom). Offshore is
toward the top of the images and dislance is measured along the bed from the instrument
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Figures 3.3 and 3.4 both show time series of bed profiles over a 9O--minUIe time in-
terval, 5:00 to 6:30 GMT during Interval I. obtained using the laser-video system. The
bed profiles were extracted from the raw video data as described in Section 2.3. In Figure
3.3. each profile is an average of 40 raw profiles from images grabbed from tape at 2 Hz.
Figure 3.4 shows a stack of further averaged profiles (5 of the profiles in Figure 3.3 are
averaged for each profile in Figure 3.4). The mean bed slope of about r (sec Figure 2.10)
has been removed. Dropouts in lhe laser-video bed profile d:u.a are due to the laser light
reflected from the bed being obscured by material in suspension. This happened more
frequ.:ntlyal the ends of the laser beam pattern where the light intensity was lower. The
laser-video system was much more sensitive to turbidity than the acoustic sensors. At the
end of this lime series, prior to the transition 10 flatbed. the light signaJ from the bed was
obscured entirely.
The linear transition ripples shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are seen to migrace offshore
throughoullhe duration of this lime series. Thesl: ripples wert not "ephemelOli" - in fact.
Ihe bedform coming into view at the beginning of the time series persists for the entire
record. long enough to migrate across the entire field of view. This is confirmed by the
raw video footage. which shows the largest waves driving sheet-like flow which undulates
over the low relief bedforms without planing off the ripple crests.
Detailed analysis oflhe geometry of these bedforms is made possible by the high spa-
lial resolution of the laser-video bed profiles. Figure 3.5 shows the time evolution of the
ripple wavelength >.,.. and height fir through the 1.5 hours shown in Figure 3.3. The skew-
ness S~ and asymmetry .4~ of the ripple profiles are also shown. For these cakulalions..
the central 40 cm of each2~ averaged profile was interpolated onto a regularly
spaced horizontal axis (profiles conlaining drop-outs in this region were not included).
Wavelength was found from the spatial lag corresponding to the first nonzero autocorrc:la·
lion peak. and height from 2.,;2 times the root mean square bed elevation. Ripple profile
skewness and asymmetry (using the Hilbert transform method. see Section 1.5) were also
calculated from the interpolated profiles. The time series of ripple statistics were broken
into 8-minule time bins and avernged.
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Figure 3.3: One and a half hour lime series of bed elevation profiles obtained using lhe
laser-video SySl.em during Inlervall. starting at 5:00 GMT. The colour scale denotes eleva-
tion and offshore is toward the top. The laser-video profile origin is located approximately
25 em seaward of the fanbcam origin.
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Figure 3.4: Further averaged bed elevation. profiles obtained using the laser-video system
during Interval I. Shown are 5-profile averages of the same lime series as in Figure 3.3.
offset by 0.25 em each. with lime progressing from bottom to lOp. .£ is positive onshore.
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Figure 3.5: Ripple geometry over 1.5 hours during InterVal I: (a) wavelength >'r; (b) height
'lr: (e) bt:dronn profile skewness Sr (x) and asymmelry AT (0). Eacb point is an 8--minulc
average of quantities calculated from 20--second averaged profiles. The enorbars show
plus or minus onc standard deviation.
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The variations in wavelength and height over the 1.5 hour period are small. with the
mean wavelength being 8.5 em ± 0.5 em. and height. 3 mm ± 1 mm. This gives a steep-
ness I/~/Ar of 0.04. Nielsen (19811 found r",/.\. = 0.3-12 -O.34~ for field conditions.,
which for a Shields parameter of 0.4 (see Figu~ 3.1) predicts '1,/..\.. = 0.07 - higher than
for these bedfonns, though lying within the scalier of the observations that the empirical
relation was based on [Nielsen. \981. Figure 61. 1be wave orbital diameter doubled over
I.S hours from about 0.5 m to about 1 m with no significant change in ripple geometry.
The ripple profile skewness and asymmetty show that the ripples are somewtlal peaked
in profile (positive S.) and lean toward Ihe offshore (negative A.). Both of these prop-
enics can be verified by inspection of the profiles shown in Figure 3.4. The calculated
asymmetry of the bedforms is sensitive to the bed slope. which has b«n removed. Clifton
[19761 reponed observations of ripple asymmetry as a function of 6ul/3 = lui/31-lu1/31.
the difference in the averaged onc-third largest velocities during the forward and reverse
flows. noling that asymmetric ripples generally migrate. and in the direction of their slip
face. The low relief of these transition ripples iodic.lles that the steeper face was not in
fact a slip face and that the mode of migration may not have been by avalanching. however
they were asymmeuic in the direction of migration nonetheless.
Independent measuremenu of the bedforms were also obtained from the pcncilbeam
sonar operating at a fixed slant angle of 10'" below horizontal. and dirttted offshore. Each
image in Figure 3.6 is an 8-minute time series of acoustic intensity profiles. The acou!>tic
backscatter from the ripple slopes facing the instrument appear as dark bands. The centre
of the :lCoustic beampattem intenccted the bed approximately 4.2 m along the bed from
the instrument. which is at (%. g) = (-3.2 m .-0.27 m) in fanbcam coordinates (Figure
3.2). or 2.9 m offshore of the centre of thc laser-video profile. Range along the bed is
calculated from the instrument height above bottom. correcting for the slant angle and
assuming a flat bed with a 20 offshore slope. The raw acoustic data were often saturated
in intensity ncar the centre of the bearnpauem. 1be profiles shown are taken from the
offshore shoulder of the beampauem and have been hig~ filtered to remove the long
wavelength intensity modulation due to the beampattem itself.
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Figure 3.6: 8-minute slant pencilbeam sonar runs starting al 5: 10, 5:55, 6:25 GMT (a,
b, and c), during the growth phase of the stann (Interval I), and 11 :25, 11 :55, 12:25 and
12:55 GMT (d, e, f. and g), toward the end of the decay of the stann (Interval IT). Off-
shore is toward the top of the images. Note offshore ripple migration in images a--c, and
onshore migration in images d-g. The 22 minute gap between pencilbeam runs makes the
identification of particular ripple crests in successive images uncertain.
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Figure 3.7: The position of the observed linear transition ripples in orbital diameter-ripple
wavelength space, nondimensionalized by grain diameter. Symbols indicate observations
from Interval I (0) and from Intervalll ('\7).
The first three images in Figure 3.6 were recorded during the growth phase of the storm
(Interval I), and the last four, during storm decay (Interval rI). It can be seen that ripple
migration was offshore during the growth of the stonn, consistent with Figure 3.3. and
onshore during IntervaJ IT as the storm subsided. While migration was offshore, the on-
shore ripple faces (dark bands) appear to have been wider than while they were migrating
onshore toward the instrument. This is consistent with asymmetry of the ripple profile in
the direction of migration, as already seen from the laser~video data during Interval!.
Comparison can be made between the laser-video profile time series and the slant
pencilbeam acoustic data. Ripple wavelengths calculated from the pencilbeam sonar bed
profiles, by the same method as for the laser-video profiles, average to 8.5 cm in both
Intervals I and II. This is further confirmed by the fanbeam sonar images. The ripple
profile is only occasionally indistinct in the pencilbeam sonar data (gray vertical bands)
when suspended material is of sufficient concentration to obscure the bed. In the case of
image f. the ripples may have been erased by the flow. Both sets of measurements indicate,
however, that in general the ripples persist for much longer than a wave period time scale.
The observed lack of dependence of ripple wavelength on wave orbital diameter, and
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large orbital diamctcr-to-ripple wavelength ratio (5 to 10) are defining features of anOf·
bital ripples [Clifton and Dingler. 19841. Figure 3.7 diagrams ripple type in tenns of ripple
wavelength and wave orbital diameter, nondimensionalizc:d by grain diameter. The shaded
regions are adapted from Figure 1.1. The positions of tile observed linear transition ripples
in Lhis par:lmeter 5p'lCC are shown by the symbols, using the average ripple wavelength of
8.5 em. the significant wave orbital diameter calculated from the COP orbital velocities
(2al/:l "" 2urn,sTp!rr), and the median grain diameter. 175 pm. The larger orbital diameter
cases lie within the anorbital ripple area of the diagram. while the lower orbital diameter
cases fall in the subocbitaJ range. Wiberg and Harris (19941 found anOfbital ripple wave-
length 10 depend on grain diameter as .\.... = 535D. lhey also found anorbital ripple
height (0 be loosely dependent on wave orbital diameter. such lhat '1...... < 20/100. For a
median grain diameter of 175 ~m and orbilal diameter of I m. these criteria yield )...n<l :::::
9 cm and I}M" < I cm. consistent with lhe present ripple observations.
3.3 Transition Ripple Migration Velocities
Measurements of transition ripple migration velocity are presenll:d in lhis section. 'The
migration velocity during Interval I wasdetennined from the laser-video profiles and from
the slant pencilbeam sonar data. while during Interval 11 only pencilbeam sonar dala are
available.
The transilion ripple migration velocily was calculated by the same melhod from bolh
data sets - displacement was detennined by finding the spatial lag of the peak correla-
tion betw~n successive JO-second mean bed profiles. 1be laser-video ripple migration
velocity data were subsequently broken into 8-minute segments 10 match lhe knglh of !he
pencilbeam sonar time series. Figure 3.8 shows lhe 8-minule averaged migration veloci-
ties calculated by this method from both data sets. along wilh !he nearbed orbital velocity
skewness 5... the mean nearbed flow velocity U and velocity asymmelTy A... Intervals I
and II are shaded. Thcrt are no migration velocity data for the period between 7:00 and
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Figure 3.8: Ripple migration velocity and orbital velocity forcing conditions during the
stonn. (a) Ripple migration velocity M~ dClcnnined from the pencilbeam sonar (e) and
laser-video (0) data selS. (b) Nearbed orbital velocity skewness Su. (c) Mean nearbed
velocity U. (d) Nearbed orbital velocity asymmetry A... All are averages over 8-minutt
lime series. Intervals I and II. when linear transition ripples were observed. are shaded.
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10:00 GMT during flatbed conditions. Between 10:00 and 11:00 GMT. bedform migra·
tion di~ction was switching between on and offshore overthe &-minute runs with net rates
close to zero. These low migration velocities are distinct from low values allhe beginning
and end of the storm when the Shields parameter was small (Figure 3,1). and there was no
coherent migration of the irregular ripple field.
During Interval I. ripple migration was offshore (negative). Near the middle of Interval
II, ripple migration reversed to the onshore (positive) directton.
The maximum observed offshore migration rate was about 0.012 cmls (0.1 cmfmin)
and the maximum onshore rale was about 5 x 10-3 cmls (0.3 em/min). These values may
be compared to those reponed by Dingler and Inman {19111: it maximum rate of 4.2
em/min. in the onshore direction only.
Comparison of Figures 3.8a and b shows that the orbital velocity skewness was nega-
tive while ripple migration was in the offshore direction. and evolved to JXKitive 35 ripple
migration direction reversed to onshore. In fact, the correlation between transition rip-
ple migration velocity and orbital velocity skewness or u3 is better than 0.7, as shown in
Figure 3.9. Ripple migration velocities and orbital velocity skewness measurements from
Intervals I and n only are shown. The regression lines have a small negative offset in mi·
gration velocity for zero skewness or u3• This negative offset is consistent with the small
offshore mean nearbed now velocity during both intervals (see Figure 3.8c): that is. the
mean current would drive offshore migration even for zero skewness. This is discussed
funher in Appendix B, along with the correlation between ripple migration velocity and
other higher powers of orbital velocity.
As discussed in Section 1.4, Dingler and Inman 119771 found positive c()fTelal:ion be·
tween ripple migration rate and Longuet-Higgins' (19S71 nearbottom Sl:reaming velocity,
II, = 5(aw)2/4c. where c is the wave phase speed. This would predict ripple migration
only in the direction of wave propagation. contrary to what was observed in Interval I. The
observations reported here therefore imply a fundamental difference in the mechanism of
ripple migration than that suggested by Dingler and Inman (1977).
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Figure 3.9: Transition ripple migration velocity M, ploned against orbital velocity skew·
ness 5 .. (a) and (demeaned) orbital velocity cubed uJ (b) with linear regressions (dashed
lines). The. symbols show migration velocities during Interval I. and the • symbols.
during Interval II.
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3.4 Wave Orbital Velocity Spectra
A more detailed de5cripcion of the wave orbital velocity forcing responsible for the 0b-
served bedform type and migration is presemed in lhis section.
Figure 3.10 shows the wave orbital velocity power spectral density over the two inler·
vals, calculated from the eight 8-minute COP runs during Interval I. and from len runs
during Interval II. The COP runs were low-pas.s filtered and resampled at 9.6 Hz (deci·
mating to 4096 from 12000 samples) to roughly match the pencilbeam sample rate of 8 Hz
for skewness calculations. For specual analysis. the COP records were then broken into
512 sample segments with 75% overlap and windowed with a Hanning window.
During Interval II, the orbital velocity spectra were essentially unimooal. while the
spectra during Interval I were distinctly bimodal. It is also evident that the spectra re-
mained quasi-stationary through the duration of lnlervaJ II. whereas there was a progres·
sive strengthening cf the lower frequency peak during Interval I. All 8 runs from (nterval
I were included in the following analysis. despite the apparenl lack of stationarity com-
pared to the orbital velocity spectra in Inlerval II. This was necessary in order to obtain
the number of degrees of freedom required for significance of the bicoherence results to
be presented later. All the ~locity spectra from Interval I exhibit bimodality with similar
peak frequcl1Cies. which will be demonstrated to be the feature of imponance.
Enscmbte-nveraged spectra for the two intervals are shown in Figure 3.11. with Ihe
penks relevant to the following discussion indicated by the arrows and labeled. The spec-
tral density during ImervaJ I is bimodal in the incident wave band. with peaks at 0.14 and
0.23 Hz (It and /1)' The Interval n spectrum exhibits a single dominant peak of lower
frequency at 0.12 Hz <Iff). with a small shoulder at 2/" (0.24 Hz). The spectra indicate
e\'olution of the wave forcing from locally generated short period seas to longer period
swell.
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Figure 3.10: Power spectral densities of COP measured nearbed orbital velocities during
Interval I (a) and Interval II (b). lbc spectra in each pair (solid and dashed lines) come
from 8-minute COP runs started 10 minutes apan.labeled with the stan time of the first.
An offset proportional (0 the time from the first spccuum in each interval has been applied.
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Figure 3.11: Ensemble averaged power speclral densities of nearbed orbital velocity dur-
ing Interval I (solid) and fntervalll (dashed). The 95% confidence limit is shown as an
error bar with each curve (126 degrees of freedom for Interval I. 158 for Inlcrval (I). The
spectral peaks are labeled It and II for Interval I and III for Interval n.
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Table 3.2: Frequency pairs showing significant bicoherence at the 95'ii1 confidence level
for Intervals I and II. The: last column indicates the sign and magnitudeofW{B} at those
frequencies.
II (Hz) 10 (H,) !l(B}
Interval I
"'ok I 0.23 <fr) I0.23 <lD II+ll.01
Peak 2 0.14 <I,) 0.09<1; - fr) -0.06
Peak 3 0.23 <I') 0.14 <I,) +0.03
InlervaJ[J
Peak 4 0.12 (fill 110.12 (fit) I+~15
I'<okS 0.24 (21ft) 0.12 (fit)
3.5 Origin of the Orbital Velocity Skewness - Bispectral
Analysis
Skew~ss can be considered a measure of wave nonlinearity, since nonzero skewness
arises in the wave form lhrough nonlinear processes. This section contains funher eum·
ination of the orbital velocity forcing using bispectral analysis. The mathematical forms
fOf the bispectrum and bicoherencc: were presenlcd in Section 1.7.
Figure 3.12 shows the orbital velocity bicoherence forthe two intervals. at frequencies
below 0.4 Hz. The lowest contour is the 95% confidence level. The frequency resolullon.
with 2-point merging in both frequency dimensions. is 0.037 Hz. Areas of significant
bicoherence indicate frequency pairs (h, 12> Ihat are involved in either sum or difference
int~ractions. The frequency locations of the significant bicoherence peaks are summarized
in Table 3.2. with reference to frequencies labeled in Figure 3.11 (OOIe lhatthe bicoherence
peak positions match the spectral peak positions 10 within the lowerbicoherence frequency
resolution). Three bicoherence peaks significant at the 95% confidence level are present
in Inlerval [(Peaks I, 2 and 3. Table 3.2) and two in Interval U(Peaks 4 and 5. Table 3.2).
Figure 3.13 shows the real part of the bispectrum of the orbital velocity for the two
intervals. Significant nonzero R{B} is limited 10 frequencies below 0.4 Hz. 'The real
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part of the bispc<:trum is related to skewness by Equation 1.45. The sign of !l{B} at
frequencies (/\_ h) indicates the sign of the contribution to the overall skewness arising
from toie interaction involving those frequencies. TIle last column of Table 3.2 indicates
the v31ue of:R{ B} at the frequencies aflhe bicoherence peaks.
During stOfm growth. the bimodaJ orbital velocity specuum shows the development of
a progressively more energetic lower frequency swell peak. with the higher energy peak
Shifting from the 0.23 Hz (/1> peak to the 0.14 Hz (ft) peak (see Figure 3.(03). The
real part of the bispectrum for Interval I (Figure 3.l3a) is negative around Peak 2 (Table
3.2), while Peak I is a positive self-self interaction peak of lesser magnitude. Peak 3
has positive iR{B} showing a sum interaction between frequencies I, and It. but has
lower bicoherencc. The large negative R{B} Peak 2. and negative values at surrounding
frequencies. lead to an overall negative integrated orbital velocity bispeetrum (negative
skewness). Peak 2 shows a difference inleraction belween frequencies fr and fi. the peak
frequencies of lhe bimod:l.l Interval I orbilal velocily spcctnlm: (It, h. II + f,J = (/r.
j;-/i.J;>.
During storm decay. the dominant peak in the unimodal velocity spectrum is the swell
peak which increased in energy througllintervall, and evolved to a lower frequency, 0.12
Hz (/n) (see Figure 3. lOb). The real pan of the corresponding btspectrum shows a strong
positive self-selfinteraetion peak (Peak 4, Table 3.2). The harmonic. Peak S, is associated
with essentially zeroR{B}. Thesmal] negative peak in R{B} at (11. h) =(//1.0.02 Hz)
has very low bicoherence. The orbital velocity skewness in lnterva.lll is dominated by the
large posilive self-self interaction shown by Peak 4.
The positive skewness associated with nalurally occurring waves can be understood
:IS a self-self interaction. (n shallower water, there is a near-resonant energy uansfer
to higher harmonics, as can be described by the usual Siokes expansion. This is seen
spectrally as a train of harmonic peaks following the fundamental frequency peak, or a
wide-spread broadening of the spectrum [Ega.. and Guza. 1985b. 1986, present exam·
plesl. Since these harmonics are phase-locked 10 the primary forcing frequency. the result
is a superposition of even harmonics in phase with the primary peak.
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Figure 3.12: Bicoherence of nearbed orbital velocity during Interval I (a) and lntervalll
(b). with 256 degrees of freedom in (a) and 320 in (b). Successive contours are 0.05 apart.
TIM: lowest bicoherence contour is at the 95% confidence level. The colour scales are
slightly different as indicated by the colour bars on the right
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Figure 3.13: The real pan of the bispectrurn of the nearbed orbital velocity during Interval
I <a> and IntervallJ (b). The dashed contours of !R{B} are negative values and solid are
zero and positive. at intervals of 0.01 in <a> and 0.025 in (b). The colour scale has been set
so the zero levels are equal in the two plOlS. bot are scaled differently.
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Physically. the effect on skewness of the difference frequency interaction can be under·
stood through the following argument. The long wavelength difference frequency inter-
action has a group or bound wave response. driven by the gradient of the radiation stress
[Longucl-Higgins and Stewan. 1962). In terms of surface elevation. the bound wave is
manifested as a depression of the mean surface elevation under the largest waves of the
group. There is a corresponding lift under the smallest waves at the beginning and end of
the group. A peaked wave (positively skewed otherwise) in the middle of thc group rides
on the depressed surface and can have negalive skewness if there is sufficient negative
offset due to the bound wave. The bound wave response is a second-order effect. though
it may only require a small offset 10 reverse the sign of the wave skewness. In the case
of n3lurally occurring waves. high frequency content of the surface elevation may lead 10
positive surface elevatkm skewness even in the presence of groups. Near the bed. however.
the corresponding orbital velocities will have been. in effect. low-pass filtered by depth
attenuation of the higher frequencies and can therefore exhibit negative skewness even if
the surface elev:ttion is positively skewed.
3.6 Comparison with Linear and Second-order Theories
This section contains discussion of the observed orbital velocity skewness. Comparison is
m3de betw«n the velocity skewness observations and skewness of velocities derived from
surface elevation time series using frequc:ncy-dc:pendcnt linear theofy. Then the negative
velocity skewness observed during Interval I is compared to predictions by a second--order
wave interaction formulation described by Wells (19671. based on the won: of Miche
[19441 and Diesel (19521. The positive velocity skewness observed during Interval 1I is
compared to skewness of a Stokes representation of nearbcd velocity.
Nearbcd orbital velocity can be calculaled from time series of surface elevation us-
ing frequency dependent linear depth attenuation. Thornton and Gun (19891 have shown
that spectra of orbital velocity calculated from surface elevation measurements using this
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method give good agreement with spectra of measured velocities for wind wa~ frequen-
cies (0.05 and 0.3 Hz). Surface elevation was measured by the pencilbeam sonar. directed
upward. in 8-minute rons. Spectral frequency components of each surface elevation lime
series were depth attenuated to 20 em above the bed using linear theory and the full disper-
sion relation. and the velocity reconstructed by inverse Fourier transform. The skewness of
the resulting lime series was then computed. Figure 3.14 shows the comparison between
measured and ctllcul,ued orbila1 velocity skewness for both IntervaJs I and II. Though
there is a bias toward higher computed velocity skewness and some degree of scauer (,.2
= 0.55). the points lie close 10 the 1:1 line. indicating that the linear theory prediction of
the third moment of velocity (from {) is roughly consistent with that of the COP velocity
mca.~urements. This agreement suggests thai. in the absence of nearbed measurements.
linear theory can be used to estimate orbital velocity skewness from surface elevation time
series. This is nOi emirely expected since. as has been demonstrated in Section 3.5. there
are nonlinear contributions to the observed velocity spectra.
The skewness of the surface elevation itself is also shown in Figure 3.14. This is al·
ways posilive: the high frequency components leading to positive skewness of the surface
elevation are filtered out by depth attenuation in the calculated orbital velocity. as was
described in the previous section. 1be ensemble-avelOlged surface elevation pow-er spec-
tlOll densities for the two time intervals are shown in Figure 3.15. calculated from three
8-minute upward looking pencilbeam sonar surface elevation time series in Interval I. alld
seven runs in Interval n. Comparing Figures 3.11 and 3.15. it can be seen that the sur·
foce elevation spectra show more high frequency content than the nearbed orbital velocity
spectr.!.. This is more evident in the Interval I case. where the high frequency shoulder of
the higher frequency wind wave peak in the surface elevation spectrum has been lost in
the corresponding nearbed velocity spectrum. The depth attenuation process acts as a low
pass filter with a half-power point (in 3.8 m water depth) at a frequency of 0.25 Hz.
Over the duration of the stann event, the change in sign of wave orbital velocity skew·
ness was associated with evolution of the wave forcing. Negative skewness. as seen
in Interval I. can arise from interaction between waves through a mechanism such as
"w
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Figure 3.14; Comparison of measured velocity skewness with that of velocity calculated
from surface elevation for both Intervals (e). Comparison with velocity skewness cal-
culated by the MOW method. described in following telll. is also shown <*). The 'V
symbols indicate the skewness of the measured surface elevation 5(. 1bc dashed line is a
least squares linear rq:re5Sion 10 the • symbols (linear velocity calculation comparison).
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Figure 3.15: Ensemble averaged power spectral densities of surface elevation ( measured
by upward looking pencil beam sonar during Interval I (solid) and Inlervalll (dashed).
[hat described by Miche (19441 and Diesel {I952). The OfbilaI velocity, u. arising from
two monochromatic coli~ar wave trains. including 5CC~r inleraction. is given by
(Biesel. 1952: Miche. 19441
+~ICOS[(WJ: +IoOl,)11 +~ICOS[(W1-WI)tl (3.4)
where A and B, are the Siokes first and second-order coefficients and Szl and ~I are
second-order sum and difference interaction coefficients. 'The coefficients are deplh de-
pendent functions of the amplilUdes and frequencies of lite two wave trains (see Appendix
A for the full equations). Note that the velocity form of Hasselman et al.'s (19631 rnOfe
general spectral representation can be shown to be equivalent 10 Equation 3.4 for the case
of two co-linear discrete frequency wave trains. Wells [1967) derived the second and third
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moments of u, based on EqUa1ion 3.4. given by
Elu:!] ::: ~ tJAf + Bl) + ~(Sil + D;tl
- ,.1 -
(3.5)
,
£[u31= ~~~8i+ ~(A2AlS:!1 +A2A\'D}t) (3.6)
Orbital velocity skewness is then given by Equation 1.8. This approach for calculation of
ncarbed velocity skewness will henceforth be referred to as the MBW method.
Second-order interaction leads 10 positive or negative Ofbital velocity skewness in the
MBW formulation. depending on the balance belw~n the positive temu (A. the harmonic
[3, term and the sum S:!l tenn) and the negative difference 1'21 tenn. For a given pair of
wave trains. skewness is a function of waler depth. and height above the bouom (see Ap-
pendix A). Note that the mathematically simpkr solution for two wave lrains presented by
Longuet-Higgins and Stewan 119621 is not appropriate here since that derivar.ion requires
(holt the two wave numbers (or frequencies) differ by only a small amount.
The velocity skewness al depth predicted by the MBW method was calculated from
surface elevation quantities (wave amplitudes, wave numbers and frequencies) determined
from the individual 8-minute spectra (ensemble-averaged spectr.l. are shown in Figure
3.15). The velocity skewness was cakulated for three times during Interval I when COP
and upward looking pencilbeam runs coincide. shown in Table 3.3. In each case. the
wave amplitude. n, at each peak frequency was detennined from twice the square-root of
the integrated surt'ace elevation power spectral density (including the peak value and one
point to each side in the integration), i.e. the significant wave amplitude. lbe issue of
the appropriate wave amplitude values to usc is relevant since InterVal I velocity skewness
values can be calculated which agree very closely with the measurements (less than 2%
difference) when twice the wave amplitudes shown Table 3.3 were used.
FIx validity of the second order penurbation ~ntation of velocity (Equation 3.4).
the ratios of the second order coefficients Bi • S:!l and 'D,l to the first order coefficient A...
(the Ursell numbers) must be small. These are listed in Table 3.3 forme pairs of waves at
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Table 3.3: Comparison of the skewness of COP measured orbital velocity and velocity
skewness calculated using the MBW theory 011 three times during Interval I (h = 3.8 m).
Values dClcrmincd from each of Ihe two surface elevation spectra peaks are given for wave
amplitude a (in meters) and kh. with the primed notation referring to values for frequency
Ii. The Ursell numbers. Yr. are the ratios of the second order terms 10 the fim order lenn
for the IWO wave U'3ins(Ur "" B/A. Urs =~dAand UTo = v"a/A).
time Sm~. Sad, . kh U, U" IUTDI
. (khy U, U" IU' I
5:45 -0.27 -0.11 0.16 0.60 0.07 0.10 0.240.26 1.11 0.02 0.08 0.19
6:15 023 OJ 1 0.21 0.62 0.10 0.09 0.220.26 1.25 0.02 0.10 0.25
6:45 -0.14 0.05 0.28 0.53 0.17 0.13 0.240.21 0.92 0.03 0.20 0.37
2.5
~1.5
•
0.5 V
oO~---:O:":.2'---""O::-.4'----::O.6
k(lIml
Figure 3.16: Position in k~ space of the interacting andf~ waves during Interval I.
The bimodal spectra peak free waves are indicattd by the 0 symbols and 6 and \l denote
the sum and difference interaction waves. lhc: line shows the dispersion relation curve.
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frequencies 11 and II at each of the three times. 1be values of Uro are large. This indi·
c:l.Ies amplific<ltion ofthc difference frequency response in shallow w;l,ter [Phillips, 19601.
The largest value, Uro "" 0.4, coincides with the poorest comparison between calculated
and measured velocity skewness (in the sense that the sign is incorrectly predicted), indi·
eating lhat this case is probably outside the range covered by the weakly nonlinear second
order theory.
The values of kh for the higher frequency (j/) waves are almost equal to or greater
than I (Table 3.3), indicating that lhese waves are dispersive. Figure 3.16 illustrates the
positioning of the sum and difference wave numbers and frequencies during Interval I.
relative to the dispersion relation. Free waves at the peak frequencies of the bimodal
spectrum, Ii and J'r' lie on the dispersion relation curve. 'The forced sum and difference
interaction waves lie above and below thc curve. assuming parallel wave vectOR. Thai the
rorced w.1VCS lie off the dispersion curve implies that these interactions are non--resonanl
IPhiltips, 1960; Herbers and Gun, 19911, As Phillips pointed out, however, even though
the diffotrence interaction is I'IOl\-f"tSOlUU1t, the amplitude of the response. is inversely pro-
ponionalto the difference between its frequency and that of the free: wave of the same wave
number, i.e. a larger response is expected for a smaller displacement from the dispersion
curve, as indicated here for the difference interaction as compared to the sum interaction.
During Interval II. the average orbital velocity skewnes.s was positive. as shown in
Table 3.4. An estimate of the velocity skewness for the case of a wave with a unimodal
(monochrom..tic) frequency distribution can be made using the Siokes expansion relation·
ship for u (Equations 1.10-1.12). The results or this calculation, averaged over Interval
II. are also shown in Table 3.4. 'The wave period was almost constant with an aw:rage
value of 8.5 s and water depth decreased from 3.4 to 2.9 m over the time period. The
amplitude, n, of the peak frequency waves was determined by the same method as de·
scnl>t:d for Interval I. The question of choice of wave amplitUde arises again here as in
the Interval I case: the values of a for each 8-minule run were about 30% smaller than
the significant wave amplitudes given by ,fi{(i) (fable 3.1). Even using these: smaller
ampliludes. (55'''''''.) does not compare well with the observed velocily skewness. In this
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Table 3.4: Comparison of ensemble-averaged COP measured orbital velocity skewness
nod skewness calculated using a Stokes expansion for u in Interval II. The ensemble-
averaged wnve amplitude a (in meters), kh. and Urscll number are also shown.
(5 > (5s.....> (0) (kh) (U,)
0.12 0.60 0.27 0.42 0.33
case, the Ursell number is not small (> 0.3) so that the Stokes expansion second order
tenn is larger than a "perturbation" - this situation is outside the range of validity of Ihis
approach. A Boussincsq-type model (Elgar and Guza. 1986. e.g. I. which can reproduce
shoaling behaviours such as skewness and asymmetry evolution. is probably needed in this
Figure 3.11 shows the wave number frequency relationship between the primary (ht)
and hannonicduring Imcrvalll, relative 10 the dispersion relalion. The se1f-selrinleraction
leading 10 the harmonic is a sum interaction. 'The smaller displacement of the harmonic
frequency from the fltt wave dispersion relation (compare Figure 3.16) implies a l2tge
sum imeraction response during Inlerval 1I.
The variation of velocily skewness with distance above bottom can also be examined
using both the MBW theory and velocities calculated from surface elevation measure-
ments. The orbital velocity skewness observed near the bed during Interval I was negative
while the surface elevation had positive skewness. Figure 3.18 illustrates the skewness
calculated both from velocities derived from surface elevation time series by frequency-
dependent depl.h attenuation using linear theory and by the MOW calculation. for the same
wave periods and amplitudes as presented in Table 3.3.
The results shown in Figure 3.18 demonstrate thai in this water depth. both cafculation
methods recover negative velocity skewness near the bed from positively skewed surface
elevation time series. The two calculations show different fonns of depth dependence. but
both have a low level of depth dependence near the bed and cross from negative to positive
values at comparable heights in these cases. 'The nearly constant skewness with height
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Figure 3.17: Position in k~ space of lIle primary (0) and hannonic (6) waves during
Intcrvaill. The line is the dispersion relation CUNe cakuJ:lted for the meOlll water depth of
3.2m.
near the bed suggests that the nearbed measurement height is not a critical factor in veloc-
ity skewness measurement outside the boundary layer. With only a single measurement
point. further comparison would be speculative. The very close agreement between the
COP measurement and lhc skewness of the depth attenuated velocity in the case shown in
Figure 3.18a is coincidental. as can be verified by examining Figure 3.14.
3.7 Angle of Wave Incidence
The effects of non-normal wave incidence and. pocentially of more relevance to wave
interaction, directional spread in the incoming wave forcing (Elgar and Guza. 1985b; Her-
bers and Guza, 19941 have not been considered in this analysis. Figure 3.2 clearly shows
me ripple crests were aligned about 150 from the y-axis of the measurements. in a di-
rettion roughly parallel to the l:uge scale shoreline of the head of the bay (shown by the
dashed lines in Figures 2.8 and 2.9). This means that the measurements of ripple wave-
length and migration velocity. shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.8, are approximately 3% larger
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Figure 3.18: Calculated velocity skewness as a function of height above bottom: MaW
calculated skewness (solid). and skewness of velocity cakulated by depth auenuated linear
theory (dash-dOl) at S:4S GMT (a) and 6:15 GMT (b). The COP measured orbital velocity
skewness (.) and surface elevation skewness (.) are indicated.
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!.han the actual crest-nomtal values. This is a sufficiently small difference thaI correction
has not been made. If it is supposed that the ripple crests were oriented normal to the
dominant wave incidence direction. then in this case. the measured horizonlal orbitnl ve-
locity component would be correspondingly smaller by 4% than in a ripple crest oriented
coordinate system. The effect of an unresolved onhogonal velocity component has no!:
been assessed. however, multiplication by a conSiant factor does not affect the skewness
of 11.. The one-dimensional approach which has been laken here, despite these potential
complications. appears to provide a reasonable explanation of the observations.
3.8 Summary and Discussion
Anorbitallinear transition ripples have been observed during both the growth and decay
phases of a storm event. High resolution bed profile measurements during stann growth
show liule vari3bility in the ripple geometry despite a doubling in wave orbital diameter.
Acoustic measuremenlS (ranbeam and pencilbeam sonars) show me ripples had the: same
ripple wavelengm during both slorm phases.
The migr.lIion velocity or me linear Iransition ripples is shown to have reversed direc-
lion Ihrough Ihe COUTSC: of me Slorm. migrating offshore during storm growm and onshore
during storm decay. The migration ~Iocity is well correlated wim the measured orbital
velocity skewness and with the third power or velocity (~ > 0.7).
The observed orbital velocity skewness has been shown to originate in nonlinear in~
teractions between frequency componenlS or the wave rorcing. Bispectral analysis shows
that a difference interaelion between the peale componenlS or the bimodal velocity spec-
trum during slorm growth led to the observed negative orbital velocity skewness. During
stann decay. the velocity spectrum was domiml.led by a lower rrequency swell peale. which
through a self-self interaction. gave positive orbital velocity skewness.
The negalive orbital velocity skewness observed during Slorm growth has been favor·
ably compared with skewnes.s predicted by the MBW SttOOd-order wave theory. A Stokes
description of me nearbcd orbital velocity does not conlain enough wave shoaling physics
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to :accurately represent the positive skewness observed during Slorm decay.
Presuming that ripple migration is related to sediment llaIlSpOrt. these results suggest
a possible explanation for the commonly observed beach storm cycle. During a typicaJ
storm cycle. sedimcm is removed from the beach during the initial stages of the Siorm and
replaced as the storm passes. The resulls above show that as a storm grew in intensity,
locally-generated wind waves imeracled with swelllhat came in with the slonn. In the
shoaling region of lhe beach, this bimodal wave energy spectrum led to negative skew-
ness (and offshore migr,uion) through sea-swell difference interactions. In contrast. as
the siorm waned, unimodal residual swell produced positive skewness (and onshore mi·
gratian) through sum imeractions. The transpon direction in the shoaling region may not
directly refte<:t the trampon at the shoreline where the stonncycle is typically observed. It
is also being presumed. therefore. th... on an unbarred profile like Qu~nsland Beach. the
lranspon dira:tion in the two areas is directly related.
In future e~periments. it would be useful to measure the beach profile change at the
shoreline in order 10 examine the cross-shore variation in sediment transpon. and the
directional wave speclrUm offsllore in order to resolve the dependence of wave-wave in·
tcractions on the angular spread of the incoming wa~ field.
Chapter 4
Conclusions
The two deployments of the laser-video system have demonstnued the effectiveness of
the technique. High resolution bedfonn profiles have been successfully obtained in the
field through a range of wave conditions almost up 10 the: flatbed threshold. 1be sediment
suspension imaging C3pabilily of the system has ~n verified, clearly showing the lime.
and spalial scales and rot.:IIional motions of suspension events. as well as providing the
first measurements of the alongshore length scales of suspended sediment clouds.
Field observations of linear transition ripples (low relief. long crested. anorbital bed·
forms) obtained using the laser-video system are pan of a. vet)' comprehensive data set
which also includes high quality nearbed velocity and scanning sonar bedfonn measure-
ments. The tf"dnsition ripples existed in moderately energetic flow conditions. for which
sediment transport roles can be large. In light of the difficulty of obtaining good esti-
mates of sediment transpon. this set of observations provides valuable insight into sedi-
ment transpon processes in the shoaling region under intermediate energy conditions.
The acoustic bcdfonn measurements show that the wavelength and overall paltem of
{he transition ripples were similar during both the growth and decay ofa stonn event under
a similar range of wave energies. The very high spatial resolution of the laser-video system
allowed detailed observation of ripple shape. TIle mean transition ripple wavelength was
8.5 ± 0.5 cm and height. 0.3 ± 0.1 cm. During offshore migration. the ripple profiles were
slightly positively skewed and pitched forward in the direction of migrotion.
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The ripple migration rate was highly correlated with the skewness and third moment of
the wave orbital velocity (rz > 0.7). Both onshore and offshore ripple migration was ob-
se~. with average rates of -0.4 emlmin offshore and 0.2 em/min onshore. The average
orbital velocity skewness was -0.17 (0.16) during offshore (onshore) ripple migralion.
and skewness and migration velocity were correlated for both cross-shore directions. A
weak offshore mC:1n now velocity (-3 cmls average) resulted in a small negative offset in
ripple migration velocity. As far as the author is aware. these observations provide the first
evidence of both onshore and offshore skewness-related ripple migration.
During Sionn growth. the wave power spectral density was bimodal and the bispttlrum
indicated OJ. difference interaction between the sea and swell frequency wav~. producing
negative orbital velocity skewness. In contrast. during stann decay the orbital velocity
had a single swell frequency spectral peak. and the bispectrum showed positive skewness
arising through self-self interaction of the incident swell. The average negative orbital ve-
locity skewness predicted by a finite-depth second-order wave interaction theory (Wells
{1967). based 00 the tw~frequency equations of Diesel [19521) was -0.10. roughly con-
sistent with the observations. A moce complete wave description may be required to model
the observed positive velocity skewness. which was overpmJicted aI 0.6. "The range of va·
lidily of the second-order theory was exceeded in this case. as indicated by Ursell numbers
greater than 0.3. Work is underway on implementation of the more general Hasselman
et 011. [19631 secood-order theory which uses the full velocity spectrum.
In summary. therefore. the results presented in this thesi.s show thai the directioo of
ripple migration in the wave shoaling region was either onshore or offshore depending
on the sign of the nearbed wave orbital velocity skewneu.. Furthermore. the sign of the
skewness was determined by nonlinear interactions between components of the wave field.
tn particular. sea-swell difference interactions produced negative skewness during storm
growth. while swell-swell sum interactions produced positive skewness during storm de·
cay. Presuming that ripple migration is related to sediment transpon. these results suggest
that skewness variation arising from sea-swell and swell-swell interactions is a possible
mechanism for the commonly observed beach storm cycle.
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Appendix A
A Theory of Second-order Nonlinear
Wave Interaction
The results of th.: bispecual analysis presented in Sec1ion 3.5 indicate duu a difference
interaction bt:tween wave trains at a pair of frequencies was responsible for me negative
skewness of (he ncarbed orbital velocity observed during the growth phase of the stonn
(Interva) I). In his 1967 paper. Wells gives an analytic form (orlhe skewness of the orbital
velocity arising from .s«:oll<H:>r"der interaction between a pair of wave trains. based on the
work of Biesell19S21 and Miche [19441. Riesel's equations. also appearing in Appendix
2 of Wells' paper. are given below.
The ncurbed orbital velocity is given by
.v
u = ~(AC05(k.X -W,t) +8icos2(k,r-will}
S .-1
+ LL{Sijcos[(k.: + kj)x - (Wi +Wj)t] + V,} cos[(k, - k])x - {Wi -Wj)t]} (A.I)
.=1)"1
where _" is the wave radian frequency. k is the wave number and. in this case. N. the
number of interacting wave ltains., is 2. The coefficients are given by
(A.2)
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102
(1,0/; +lJj){W~ +WiWj +101]) -C;'/(k.Wi - kjwj)(!:; - kj)cosh(k, - kJ)h
E'
I
= (w, +WjP [1- (~}2] cosh(k, +kJ)h'
(A.6)
(...., - "'J){w~ - W,Wj +wJ) - V;/(k,w; - kjlJj)(k, + 1.:1) oosh(k, + kJ)h
;:;) = (Wi _ w))'J: R81(~)2 CO!lh(k, - kJ)h .
."
(A.7)
Wi-Wj
C!Jij = k, _ k
j
,
[ ]'/'V;j = k.: kj tanh(k; + k,)h .
(A.S)
(A.•)
(A.IO)
(A. II)
The coefficients A, and 8; are the Stokes expansion coefficients.. Equalions 1.11 and 1.12.
This ellpression for u, therefore. derives from considering. in addition to the harmonic
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tenn. the higher~rdersum (Sij) and difference (V.j ) frequency tenns. It is required thai
the full dispersion celation be used in relating k and w. i.e.
w~ zc gk; tanh k,n . (A.12)
As Diesel (19521 noted., these equations are not suitable foruse in very shallow water since
the quantities E.) and F,j become unstable as the ratios D ;jIV"J and C;ijIC.i approach I.
Thc orbital velocity skewness is then given by
£[·'1
5= Elu113f2
where Wells [1967) derived the second and third momentsofu as
(A.l3)
E['U 2] =~ t(.A~+B~) + 4t~(S&+V;j) (A.14)
- ;.. 1 - ,.1 i_I
(A.IS)
This approach for dctennining the ncarbcd velocity skewness has been referred to in the
text (Chapler 3) as the MBW method.
A principal result reported by Wells (1967) is the suggestion of water depth depen-
dence of the nearbed velocity skewness calculated for a pair of wave trains. with positive
values near shore and negative values in deeper water. NOCe thai the velocity skewness OIl a
particular water depth is calculated as if the bottom were ftat at that location. independent
of bottom slope or wave shoaling behaviour. Figure A.I illustrates the depth dependence
of the skewness calculated by the MBW method for pairs of waves with the peak wave
periods and amplitudes taken from surface elevation spectra at two times in Interval I
(dashed lines). The 6: 15 GMT run gave results similar to the 5:45 GMT run and is no(
shown. In shallow water, the curves tenninale w!lere the water depth reaches 0.8 times the
wave height of the larger of the two input waves, a standard wave height breaking criterioo
[Freds0C and Deigaard. 19921. At the depth that the measurements were made (indicated
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Figure A.I: Skewness as a function of depth calculated by the MOW method at 5:45 GMT
(3) and at 6:45 GMT (b). The water depth at lhe instrument location is mark.ed by a vertical
line. The dashed lines show the skewness calculated from Equations A.14 and A.IS. The
solid lines show skewness of u time series constructed using Equation A.1. 'The dash·
dotted lines show the result of an 3djuSlment to the MOW skewness calculation discussed
in the tex!. The skewness of the COP measured velocity at each time is indicated by the
symbols (.).
by lhe vertica.llinc). the skewness of the velocity measured by the COP is also shown. The
solid curve shows me skewness calculated directly from the velocity given by Equation
A.\.
The dashed and solid curves in Figure A.I show a marked divergence in shallow wa-
ter. near the depm where measurements wert made. 'The reason for this divergence was
investigated by writing u (Equation A.I) as
(A.l6)
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where f l includes the A and Bi (Stokes) terms and r:2.lhe Soj and V'I terms. lbe third
moment of II is then given by
or as the sum of four terms
(A.17)
£(u31 = (~+ 3r~r:2 + 3r,r~ +~) . (A.IS)
In Wells' derivation. products aflhe higher-ordcrcoefficicnls B;. SOl and Vij arc assumed
10 be small. which results in the r I£1 and r~ terms (terms 3 and 4) being neglected. Tenns
I 3nd 2 give Equation A.IS.
Figure A.2 shows the four terms of Equation A.IS as functions of watcr depth for the
same wave amplilUdes and frequencies as in Figure A.I. It can be seen thai the third term
can have finite size in shallow water. while the founh term remains appropriately small.
Figure A.J shows the Ursell numbers as a function of deptll calculated for the two wave
trains at each of the two limes. lbe six Ursell numbers were defined in Section 3.6 in
discussion relating to Table 3.3. where the values at me measurement depth are presented.
The traditionally defined Ursell numbers (Ur and Ur') Me still small at the point where
the two skewness calcula.tions diverge « O. Lin 3 of 4 cases shown). however the sum and
difference cot:fficient Ursell numbers are larger. This points to the source of the divergence
between the two skewness calculations.
The many tenns of the full expansion for the third moment of u were re-examined
based on the results shown in Figure A.2. Two additional tenns remain aftertime averaging
which art non-vanishing for finite Urs and Uro. Including these higher order tenns.
Equation A.l5 with N = 2 b«omes
,
£[uJ ] "" ~ ~~8i + ~(.A2.A1S:z1 +A2Al~d + ~(81~1~1 +~SJl~d· (A.19)
Note the ordering of the teons: ~O(/J4). ~O(/J~) and ~O(a6). The dastHtotted lines in
Figure A.I. calculated using Equations A.14 and A.l9. indicate that these tenns account
for the difference between the two skewness calculations. The fact that these product tenns
"
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Figu~ A.2: The fOUf lenns of Equalion A.l8 for the wave heights and periods at 5:4.5
GMT (3) and 6:45 GMT (b).
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can have finite siu in very shallow waitt brings Wells' resuh of positive velocily skewness
near shore into question. 1be results of the comparison of velocity skewness values shown
in Table 3.3 are not invalidaled by this. however. since lhe measurement depth fell (barely)
in the region where these higher order terms remain small.
Appendix B
Velocity Dependence Considerations
It was stated in Section 3.3 that me observed ripple migration velocity was well C()fT'elated
with the skewness of the nearbed orbital velocity, and to the cube of !.he orbital velocity,
where the orbital velocity is the demeaned tot1l velocity. The following discussion con·
cerns correlation of ripple migration velocity to other higher powers ofOfbital velocity and
implications of the non-zero mean velocity.
Figure B.I shows regressions of the ripple migration velocity against a range of odd
powers of the demeaned orbital velocity. u( where ~ ranges from 3 to 7, and against veloc·
ity skewness. Ripple migr.lltion velocity was not significantly com:lated with demeaned
velocity squared (r2 < 0.1). The resullS shown demonsuate that the observations also
support dependence of ripple migration velocity on the fifth jX)Wcr of the nearbed veloc·
ity. This is not entirely surprising as u3 and u$ are themselves correlated (,-2 > 0.9). The
cOll'tlation between ripple migmion ~Iocity and the se~nth power of Ofbital ~Iocity.
however, is much poon:r.
The nearbed ~Iocity measured by the COP was demeaned to determine the orbilal
velocity, that part of the tOlal nearbed velocity due 10 the waves direclly. If the total
velocity, U'Olal = U + u, is considered. the effect of the mean velocity U on quantities
based on the time a~rage of velocity cubed can be assessed by examining the cross lenn
3Uu2 . Figure 8.2 illuSlrales this quantity compared with u3• and nonnaIized by E(u2j3/2,
compared with the skewness of u.
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Figure 8.1: Regressions of ripple migration velocity and a range of odd power orbital
(demeaned) velocity quantities: skewness (a); velocity cubed (b); velocity 10 the fifth
power (e) and velocity to the seventh power (d). Measurements during Interval I arc: shown
by • symbols and during Interval D. by • symbols.
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Figure B.2: Contribution of the mean velocilY to u~al' in (a) nonnalized (--0-) and com-
pared 10 the skewness of u (-x-). and in (b) unnonnalized (--0-), compared to u3 (-x-).
The time periods Intervals I and II are shaded gray.
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The sense of the mean velocity cross term contribution to u~ during both Intervals I
and II is negative. ~ offshoce. even during the time when ripples wert migrating onshore
in Imerval II. The dynamical significance of this term may be in the negative offset in
ripple migration velocity seen in all the regressions in Figure B.I. Including the mean
velocity. i.e. regressing 10 u~Oll\I' does not significantly affect the correlation coefficients
for the cases shown in Figure 8.1, but reduces the migration velocity offset (0 ncar zero,
as shown in Figure B.3. 1ne negative mean nearbed velocity contribution in Interval II is
not large enough to re~ lhesign ofttle largest positive u< values.
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Figure B.3: Regressions of ripple migration velocity and a range of odd power tOlal ve-
locity quantities: total velocity cubed (a); lotal velocity to the fifth power (b) and lotal
velocity 10 the seventh power (c). Measurements during (ntervall are shown by • symbols
and during Interval II. by ., symbols.



